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Summary
The purpose of the SWELL research project is the design and implementation of a system to support
knowledge workers to improve and maintain their mental and physical well-being at home and at
work.
Within Work Package1 ‘Requirements, architecture and impact’, the aim of D1.6 is to develop a
theoretical framework for assessment of the impact of the SWELL system on the well-being of
knowledge workers, the organisation they work in and the societal environment.
The presented framework aims to give insight into the impact of technological applications and
related services designed for improvement of well-being at work and well-being at home for both
knowledge workers that are functioning normally (Productivity) and those that are in the process of
reintegration after illness (Re-integration). This impact can manifest itself on micro, meso or macro
level, i.e. direct consequences for the knowledge workers, consequences for the organisations
where knowledge workers work or the impact for the whole of society.
The framework consists of three parts:
1. Feasibility assessment: what are the strengths and weaknesses of these kind of tools, what
are the threats and opportunities in the surroundings (SWOT)?
2. Stakeholder analysis: what stakeholders may be involved, what will be their role and how
will they influence success and impact of the tools?
3. Change assessment: which cost/benefit ratio (qualitative or quantitative) can be expected
from deployment of the tools and made arguable?
Because of the early stage of the project, where no prototypes of the aimed SWELL functionality are
yet available, the impact assessment framework is still on an academic level and is applied twice
during two workshops with stakeholders. For the further validation and use of the framework we
plan to use the framework for assessment of one or more SWELL tools further-on in the trajectory
when prototypes and field studies with the tools are being conducted.
The involvement of a broad selection of stakeholders has enhanced our view on all the relevant
impact factors and the dynamics of the field of well-being at work and at home enormously. It also
has started the discussion in the field on the feasibility of the kind of solutions that SWELL may offer.
In general, the conclusion of the experts/stakeholders, that gave their input in the interviews and
the workshops, is that SWELL tools can be valuable, directly to influence well-being at work and at
home, but also because of the data that is generated. Based on insights from these data adequate
preventive measures can be taken. Whether it is (just) one of many useful tools or the tool that is
going to change our handling of well-being is to be seen. The usefulness of the accumulated or
aggregated data and how is it shared and with whom, will be of great influence?
One of the limitations of the results at the moment is that there are only qualitative data on impact
available. On the aggregated level it is not possible to pin-point impact in a quantitative way.
Technical functioning and design of the system, organisation of the implementation and acceptance
and compliance by workers and organisations will be important success or fail factors for the SWELL
applications and the related services.
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Reading Guide
This report describes the process of creating a model to assess the impact of SWELL application in
interaction with stakeholders.
In Chapter 1 the context of this study is laid out. Definitions are given of terms used, impact levels
are described and the societal eco-system of well-being is sketched. In this chapter also an outline is
given of the SWELL application that were used to focus the discussion with the stakeholders: the
Productivity tool and the Re-integration tool.
In Chapter 2 the Impact Framework is outlined. The elements that are part of the framework are
described and the assessment procedure is explained. This framework formed the basis for the
interaction with the stakeholders. The framework is ready to be tested in an impact assessment with
the SWELL demonstrators.
Chapter 3 describes the methods that were used to build the framework: literature survey,
interviews and workshops with stakeholders.
In Chapter 4 the results of the literature survey are presented.
In Chapter 5 the results of the interviews and workshops are outlined and discussed. The three
important parts are: the Feasibility discussion (SWOT), the role of the stakeholders and the expected
changes coming from application of a SWELL system.
In Chapter 6 the findings from the interaction with the stakeholders are mapped on the two SWELL
applications (Productivity tool and Re-integration tool) and two implementation strategies of data
sharing (private versus public).
Finally in Chapter 7 the conclusions of the study findings are summarized concerning the process of
the process, the framework and the results from the input from the stakeholders.
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1 Introduction
In this report the results of a Societal Impact Study concerning the SWELL tools are presented.
The purpose of the SWELL research project is the design and implementation of intelligent, smart,
inferring, reasoning components that application can use software components to support
knowledge workers to improve and maintain their mental and physical well-being at home and at
work.
The rising age of the Dutch citizen, as well as an increasing number of people with chronic diseases
puts a lot of pressure on our society. Both elderly and people with chronic diseases are more viable
to become victim of all kind of complaints. Supporting these people in deploying a healthier life style
and facilitating their ability to work more flexible is considered important, especially in times of
economic uncertainty. Employers, communities and the taxpayer all bear the costs of ill-health
which is estimated to reach several billion Euros every year. Since health, work and well-being are
closely and powerfully linked, they need to be addressed together. Well-being applications at work
and at home are expected to help people to continue contributing to society, the marketplace and
the economy. Consequently, these applications could help suppressing the rising costs of chronic
disease and ill-health. The focus in SWELL is on knowledge workers.
In order to support knowledge workers, the (software) tools will focus on 1) the prevention of stress
and the empowerment of the knowledge workers through self-development, personal growth, jobcontrol, and the creation of social support, and 2) supporting knowledge workers who are recovering
from physical disease to regain their health and productivity.1

Figure 1.1: Focus of the SWELL research and development project.

1

Note that the focus has been shifting during the time of this study. Knowledge workers that are in the
process of re-integration are fitting less in the current scope of SWELL
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The SWELL tools are still in an early stage of development at the time of writing, but will be
implemented in the course of 2013 and onwards. Thus, it is considered important to gain insights in
the potential societal impact of these tools. Therefore a practical Impact Assessment Framework is
developed, which is presented in this report.
The Framework was developed simultaneously with the development of the SWELL (software) tools.
Although D1.6 Societal Impact is a deliverable that will gain these aforementioned insights in
potential societal impact separate from the development work packages, the findings in this work
package may be of great importance for the development and market introduction of and user
acceptance of the SWELL tools. Insights in the potential societal impact of the SWELL tools – or lack
thereof – as a result of its use and effect on individual and organizational levels, could be valuable
during the development phase and the development of a market introduction strategy, for instance
whether and how to involve different stakeholders.
The purpose of D1.6 Societal Impact is therefore to:
• Provide a means (method/instrument) to assess the societal impact of the SWELL tools.• Perform an ex ante, explorative assessment of the societal impact of the SWELL tools with
this instrument.

1.1 Societal Impact: from micro to meso to macro
In order to gain insight in the potential societal impact of the SWELL tools, a practical Impact
Assessment Framework was developed (see chapter two). The goal of the framework is to describe
how the use of a tool that supports well-being at home and at work could have an impact on the
micro-level (the knowledge worker), the meso-level (the organisation) and the macro-level of society
and the ecosystem of stakeholders (what indicators constitute the impact on these three levels will
be discussed in Annex 1). These three levels interact and influence each other. For the SWELL tools
to be successful this interaction should be taken into account.
The interaction between the three levels
As mentioned above, the interaction between these levels is not solely linear in which the use of
SWELL-like tools has an impact on the micro-level, which has an impact on the meso-level, which has
an impact on the macro-level. First of all, such an approach does not acknowledge how changing
conditions on the meso-level – due to the impact of SWELL-tools on the micro-level – could, in turn,
affect the micro-level, creating a feedback loop. This also applies to the impact on the macro-level
and changes in the societal ecosystem that could change conditions on both the meso- and the
micro-level. Secondly, it is possible that the implementation of the SWELL-tools also has a direct
impact on the meso- or macro-level, rather than solely indirect via the changes at the micro-level,
for instance if the tool would provide information to the employer on an aggregated level.
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Figure 1.2: The interaction between the micro, meso and macro level.
Figure 1.2 is an abstract presentation of the current interaction between these three levels regarding
the mental and physical well-being of the knowledge worker. The knowledge worker experiences a
level of well-being and, depending on this level, communicates this with its colleagues, its employer
and relevant stakeholders in the ecosystem, such as a physician, a psychologist etc. The conditions
to maintain or improve the level of well-being – ranging in form from job demands, decision latitude
to tips, medication or welfare – are provided on the meso-level by the employer and on the macrolevel they are translated, by the government, into policy and a set of laws and regulations which are
executed by other stakeholders in the ecosystem of well-being. These conditions can be adjusted
based on the information that relevant stakeholders have regarding the level of well-being of the
knowledge worker or the (working) population in general. Furthermore, on the macro-level, certain
conditions are created that influence the way in which various stakeholders can provide and adjust
the working conditions for the knowledge worker. These are ‘meta-conditions’, for instance laws
that stipulate that employers have to provide healthy working conditions for their employees.
However, they also directly provide conditions for the knowledge-worker, for instance the obligation
to have health insurance.
The SWELL tools collect and interpret data about the knowledge worker and – possibly – also from
the employer/supervisor from potentially multiple sources. Based on the analysis of this data by the
SWELL tools the users will receive adequate feedback. By doing so, the SWELL tools, in fact, facilitate
in an non-intrusive way, conditions that should enable the users to pro-actively manage their mental
and physical well-being. By enabling the users to self-manage their own well-being the SWELL tools
aim to have a direct, positive impact on the micro-level. As mentioned above, the improved wellbeing and – subsequently – the effectiveness of the knowledge worker could also have an impact on
the meso-level of the organisation. They potentially become more productive and innovative and
the tools could support a faster re-integration process of employees that are sick or otherwise
(temporarily) unfit for specific work. The SWELL tools could also have an impact on the meso-level
by directly altering the working conditions – depending on the final requirements of the tools. As
mentioned earlier, the SWELL tools are still under development and it is not yet clear to what extent
the organisation will receive feedback as well, or if and how users are able to easily share (part of)
the data with specific stakeholders – a form of meta-conditions – that enables the organisation
(managers/supervisors and colleagues) to support the knowledge worker with the proper conditions
7

to improve his or her well-being. The combination of (potentially) more healthy, productive workers
and more productive and innovative organisations could also have an impact on the macro-level, for
instance a more vital working population and reduced healthcare expenditures.

Figure 1.3: Influence of SWELL tools on micro, meso and macro level
As described earlier, they could also impact the societal ecosystem of well-being. New information
(provided by the SWELL tools) or changing behaviour from the knowledge worker, organisations or
other stakeholders due to the information from the SWELL tools, could change the way the various
stakeholders in this ecosystem work, and it could alter their interdependencies.

1.2 The societal ecosystem of well-being
A range of stakeholders is involved in making sure that knowledge workers maintain or improve
their well-being at home and at work. The stakeholders that were considered most relevant for
SWELL, by the experts of the project team, are:
MICRO
Family and friends
Family doctor and other medical professionals
Colleagues
Employer (HR)
Manager
MACRO
Insurance company
Labour union
Employers’ association
UWV

MESO
Intervention company
Medical officer
Occupational health consultant
Reintegration company
CEO of the company
Works council
Labour inspectorate
Policy makers
Associations for occupational diseases
Legal professionals
Research institutes.
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The role certain stakeholders have, defines the input they need and the output they generate. The
table in Appendix 2 provides an overview of how the output from these different stakeholders
affects the well-being (directly or indirectly) of the knowledge worker.
These groups may benefit from or be interested in SWELL data. However, because of their different
roles in the ecosystem of well-being they are expected to use these data for different purposes.
Consequently, between stakeholders there can be conflicts of interests. Furthermore, they could use
their influence to promote or disapprove of the deployment of the SWELL tools in a role of for
instance expert-advisor, financer or manager.
These stakeholders can be divided into two groups. The first group consists of those stakeholders
that are part of the primary process of maintaining and/or improving the level of well-being at work
and at home, and are in actual contact with the individual knowledge worker regarding his or her
well-being. The second group provides conditions that facilitate and shape this process.
Figure 1.4 provides an overview of the various stakeholders, divided into these two groups. It also
includes research institutes and the SER, the Social and Economic Council, which mainly facilitate the
secondary process by providing new insights based on research.

Figure 1.4: Stakeholders in the primary and secondary process of providing well-being.
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1.3 Description of the SWELL tools
To assess the societal impact of the SWELL tools it is important to briefly describe the most
important characteristics of the tools. A more elaborate description of the SWELL tools can be found
in the deliverables of the other SWELL Work Packages (WP 2, 3 and 4), and even more detailed
descriptions will follow in the process of this project once the final requirements of the tools have
been determined. In this paragraph we will give a brief description on a more abstract level to
indicate the workings of the tools in relation to its goals and proposed functionalities.
General goal:
The goal of the SWELL tools is to support knowledge workers to improve mental and physical wellbeing at home and at work.
For the design of the Impact Assessment Framework the following description of the SWELL tools
functioned as a blueprint of which the potential societal impact was assessed. Two categories of
tools were selected. These two products address two different kinds of problems.
1) The first tool focuses on the mental aspect of well-being at work. The tools should work
preventive on stress and enhance self-reliance of the knowledge worker through self-development
and job control. This group of tools is labelled Productivity.
2) The second tool focuses more on the physical aspect of well-being and the process of recovering
from an illness or a (temporarily) disability; supporting the user to get healthy again and
participating and find the balance between well-being at home and at work. Note that this may
include knowledge workers facing physical challenges at work (not moving around enough, etc) who
are not yet sick, but are at risk of overburden. This group of tools is labelled Re-integration.
Target group:
The tools should support the knowledge worker. Knowledge workers are employee, whose primary
product is knowledge for the company. The output of a knowledge worker can be diverse. (definition
of WP1.1.
What distinguishes knowledge work from other forms of work is its primary task of "non-routine"
problem solving that requires a combination of convergent, divergent, and creative thinking.
However, it should be noted that the tool is not necessarily purchased by the knowledge worker,
but, for instance, by the employer of the knowledge worker, a health insurer or is freely available
through government channels or on the internet.
Workings:
The essence of the SWELL tools is information gathering and, by deploying data that the tool collects
and analyses, influencing behaviour. It generates and distributes information that was not available
before and introduces it in the ecosystem of well-being, initially via the knowledge worker.
*Data collection: the SWELL tools will collect data about the actions/behaviour of the knowledge
worker (for instance data on computer-use, data from sensors or video) to perform analyses in
which the norms of well-being, as set by the user, will be benchmarked against the actual level of
well-being based on relevant well-being indicators. This may also include intelligent data gathering
support and support with (secondary) work processes.
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*Data analysis: the SWELL tools will analyse the collected data (based on several behaviouristic
models) to assess the level of well-being of the user and determine how specific conditions that
influence well-being could be adapted through interventions.
*Output: The SWELL tools give feedback to the users. The output supports them to adjust their
behaviour, or it could autonomously alter working conditions or production norms (quality a/o
quantity, deadlines and reflect on own norms of well-being).The SWELL tool may also strive to
reduce the interaction with the user and make it more interactive.
Possibly, the SWELL tools could also , if allowed by the user, share specific feedback with the
supervisor or employer, client or (medical) professionals to support the user/employee or possibly
alter working conditions or norms or delivery times.
In D1.2 the SWELL architecture is describe in layers: sensing components, feedback layer, backend
and portals, coaching and care. This is depicted in figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5: RRD Architecture
It is important to point out that currently the SWELL tools are still under development. At the time of
writing, it is not clear what exact functionalities the SWELL tools will offer or what the tools will look
like in terms of the user interface. A pilot in which the tools will be tested by actual end-users will be
performed in a later phase of the project. Consequently, it is not possible to describe the impact in
quantitative terms. Rather, in this explorative report we will describe the potential impact in
qualitative terms.

1.4 Two SWELL tools: the Productivity tool and the Re-integration tool
To be able to present at this stage a tangible idea of the SWELL tools, we created two solutions on
aggregated level, considering the technologies and functionalities that have been explored and
11

developed in the SWELL project so far2. These two concepts were used as a basis for the discussions
with the stakeholders at the workshops (see chapter 3, methodology).
1. The Productivity tool (figure 1.6)
This tool is meant for the so called “Happy Worker”, who experiences a sizeable workload
and could be helped with information support, help from his co-workers and feedback on his
own functioning. Two examples of this kind of tool are:
- The Balance Board where the functioning of a team can be presented and the individual
worker gets empowering feed-back;
- Information supported working where information is enhanced to support efficiency and
effectiveness.

Figure 1.6: SWELL tool 1: efficient and effective working.
2. The Re-integration tool (figure 1.7)
This tool is meant for the knowledge worker, who has been experiencing difficulties in
functioning (at work) due to physical problems. This tool supports the knowledge worker in
his or her recovery process and re-integration. Functioning difficulties may be the result of
overburden or (chronic) illness. Two examples of this kind of tool are:
- Finding the right balance where information on workload can be matched with de personal
capacity at a certain moment;
- Smart chair that offers information on posture while sitting and suggestions for posture
improvement.

2

It is important to note that these tool descriptions are not all-encompassing in their scope regarding the
breadth of SWELL project. Although both the settings ‘at home’ and ‘at work’ have been taken into account,
the emphasis has been on the latter.

12

Figure 1.7: Swell tool 2: Smooth re-integration.
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2 Societal Impact Framework
To be able to gauge the impact of new technologies on user, surroundings and society, many factors
are relevant. From the area of expertise of Constructive Technology Assessment (CTA) and
Innovation Management (Schot/Rip, 1997) many techniques are available to try and forecast the
success of an innovation. Influencers of success or failure can be found in the technology itself (i.e.
bad functioning, safety or sustainability issues, comfort/discomfort, enabeling/disturbing the
working process. all of which are currently not possible to assess due to the early phase of the
SWELL project), or in its context (i.e. acceptance, legal or financial issues).
The Societal Impact Framework (figure 1.8), as developed in this study (D1.6 in Work Package 1)
distinguishes three areas of influence on impact that are for the greater part complementary: 1) the
feasibility of the innovation itself; 2) the influence of the various stakeholders and 3) the effect that
can reasonably and arguably be expected from the innovation, the change assessment.

Figure 1.8: Societal Impact framework developed within this study
1. Feasibility of the innovation: What will enhance the success or what may frustrate the
development, implementation, adoption and finally: impact of the innovation? Where does
it fit in with needs, trends or societal issues? This part is structured in the way of a SWOT
analyses. A feasibility checklist derived from TERTZ (TEZT, 1998), a CTA method developed
by TNO, can be found in Appendix 3. This checklist can be used to enhance the SWOT
discussion.
2. Stakeholder influence: What stakeholders are involved? What are their roles and interests in
relation to the innovation? How can the impact of the innovation influence them? The
stakeholder worksheet can be found in Appendix 4.
14

3. Changes resulting from the innovation: What will change for the better, what for the worse?
Can the expected changes be quantified into a positive business case? The items that the
business case may constitute of are mentioned in the worksheet in Appendix 5. With this
business case approach the effects of the new situation can be systematically assessed. It is
based on methods developed by TNO for assessing effects of innovations in health care
(Business case, 2011/2012).

2.1 Assessment procedure
This framework has been designed for the Impact Assessment during the workshops with the
experts and enhanced further with the information from the literature and the interviews. The next
chapter describes the methods that were followed.
For use of the Framework for Impact Assessment of the SWELL tools, the general knowledge on
impact from SWELL-like tools from literature and the expert interviews may be used as a starting
point. This knowledge is described in the chapters 4 and 5. The knowledge that was generated by
the assessments of the two aggregated tools, i.e. Productivity and Re-integration, during the
workshops, further supports assessment of the tools that will be developed during the SWELL
development process. This knowledge is described in chapter 6.
The procedure for future assessments with the Framework preferably again includes consulting with
experts as was done during the workshops. However a tentative Impact Assessment can be made
based on the general knowledge now available.
In a separate Quick Reference Guide the steps to complete an assessment with the Impact
Assessment Framework is described in an accessible way.

15

3 Methodology
This chapter will discuss what methodologies were applied to perform the first (top) three building
blocks of the Impact Assessment Framework. Literature and the experiences from applying the
method were also used as input to enhance the Framework further

3.1 Literature Study on the impact of proxy technologies
In order to provide preliminary indications of the potential impact, a literature scan was performed
using scientific databases, and grey literature. The focus of the literature scan was on studies on the
effect of proxy-technologies – comparable supportive tools such as the MS Word Clippy – on the
defined impact levels. By studying the effects of tools comparable to the ones to be developed
within SWELL, estimates of effects of the SWELL tool could be founded.
Based on the aims of the SWELL tools the following proxy-technologies were selected:
-Software tools that support mental well-being
-Software tools that support physical well-being
-Software tools that support productivity
-Software tools that aim to support changes in behaviour and lifestyle
A description was made of all proxy-technologies that were found in the literature scan, presenting
the found effects on the identified impact levels. Subsequently, these found effects were
extrapolated to the SWELL tools, to describe preliminary estimations of its potential societal impact
using the framework. A summary of the results is given in paragraph 4.1.

3.2 Stakeholder participation
As described in paragraph 1.2, well-being is organized in a vast ecosystem beyond the knowledge
worker and the employer. Many stakeholders are involved, ranging from employers and health
insurance companies to doctors and unions, in which each party has its own role and responsibilities.
In order to assess the potential impact of the SWELL tools it is important to involve these
stakeholders.
3.2.1 Stakeholder interviews
For this project, twelve interviews were conducted with various stakeholders from both the primary
process of supporting well-being and the secondary process. See Appendix 6 for the list of
interviewers and interviewees. The goal of the interviews was to discuss their ideas regarding the
potential impact of the SWELL tools on their work specifically and the impact of SWELL on the
ecosystem in general.
A semi-structured interview protocol was developed that covered the following aspects:
-The value of the specific stakeholder regarding the well-being of the knowledge worker
-The information they require to deliver that value, and how they obtained this information
-The additional information they desire
-The added value of the SWELL-data for their activities
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-Their assessment of the potential impact of the SWELL tools for other stakeholders in the
ecosystem
To discuss the impact of the SWELL-tools, the general description of the SWELL-tools productivity
and Re-integration from paragraph 1.3 were used, and additionally a more detailed description of a
potential concept was used to make the concept of SWELL more concrete.
3.2.2 Stakeholder workshop
Two workshops with various stakeholders were organized. In total, 11 respondents were involved in
the workshops. See Appendix 6 for the list of stakeholders that participated. The goal of the
workshops was to discuss on, following the impact assessment framework, what the impact of the
use of SWELL tools could be. Taking a comprehensive approach the three various impact levels
(knowledge worker (micro), the organisation (meso) and society (macro) were discussed. To this end
the following activities were performed:
1) A plenary feasibility assessment to discuss the Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and
Threats regarding the SWELL Tools. During the Constructed SWELL tools Productivity and
Reintegration as described in paragraph 1.3 and the feasibility checklist from Appendix 3
were used in the discussion.
2) A visual mapping of the ecosystem of well-being, describing the various stakeholders, their
in- and outputs regarding their activities in the field of well-being of the knowledge worker
and how the implementation of SWELL tools could affect this ecosystem: the way it is
organized, including changes in roles and responsibilities. Two scenarios were explored, one
in which the user did not share the SWELL data with other stakeholders, and a second
scenario in which the user was willing to share the SWELL data – the question was: what
were most likely stakeholders involved, and how could the SWELL outcomes affect the wellbeing of the knowledge worker and the ecosystem.
3) A discussion in small groups and plenary exchange on aspects that will constitute a social
business case, using the SWOT and stakeholder analysis as input. The business case
compares the old situation with the situation in which SWELL tools are used, on various
aspects: spent time, finance (investment/income and exploitation), quality of the product
(i.e. output of the knowledge worker) and client satisfaction, quality of the work situation
and
employee
satisfaction,
long-term
effects
(employability/personal
development/cognitive flexibility/sustainability/participation in society). Two SWELL tools
given in a concept outline, the Productivity tool and the Re-integration tool were analysed
this way.
The results of the literature study, the interviews and the two workshops are described in chapters 4
and 5. These inputs were also used to enhance the framework.
Paragraph 4.1 describes the results from the literature review on the effects of well-being tools for
work and home.
Paragraph 5.1 describes the SWOT-analyses for the two SWELL tools, the Productivity tool and the
Re-integration tool, including a description of the most important developments, as mentioned by
the participants, which shape the societal landscape in which the SWELL-tools will have to be
implemented. Also the most important boundary conditions are summarized.
17

Paragraph 5.2 provides an overview of the way in which the various stakeholders in the ecosystem
of well-being would be interested in the SWELL-data, and how this could affect their output
regarding the well-being of the knowledge worker.
Paragraph 5.3 describes the input on the aspects of the social business case of the two SWELL tools,
the Productivity tool and the Re-integration tool.
In chapter 6 this information is combined into an overall impact assessment for the two SWELL tools
for both the situation that the knowledge worker is willing to share information with his employer
and the situation that he is not.

3.3 Validation of the framework
At a later stage the framework will be used to make a first assessment of the applications that are
being developed within the SWELL project.
When the SWELL demonstrators are described and ready for testing, the framework will be used to
make an inventory of the feasibility, the stakeholder system and influences and an estimate of the
changes achieved when the tools would be part of normal practise at home and at work.
Results of this assessment will be reported separately.
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4 Results of the literature study
4.1 Literature study on the effect of well-being tools
Although the approach taken by SWELL is novel, providing the users a ubiquitous application that is
to support them in their everyday life, existing tools aim to solve similar problems. In this section, we
will discuss some of these tools, and analyse their effects on a micro, meso and macro level. This
section is split into two subsections, both focusing on part of the solution intended by SWELL. Firstly,
we shall discuss the well-being at home part of the system, looking at how existing applications
support and improve physical well-being in users. Secondly, we will look at the support of wellworking currently provided by commercially available systems. Parts of this section have been
inspired or adopted from SWELL deliverables D1.3 User needs study for person-centric well-being
(Achterkamp et al. 2012) and D1.4 User needs study for person-centric well-working (Bosems et al.
2012) respectively.
The literature study on well-being applications is still limited. In other Work Packages of the SWELL
study extended literature surveys are conducted. At a later stage an extended literature study may
be presented also presenting some lessons learned regarding the implementation of smart
technology in practice.
4.1.1 Well-being at home applications
With the average age of the Dutch population increasing, the authors of SWELL deliverable D1.3
User needs study for person-centric well-being (Achterkamp et al. 2012) identify that the cost of
healthcare is to rise in the coming years, and healthcare professionals will be under more pressure
to provide good healthcare. They therefore aim to move the population “towards a balanced and
active lifestyle”. Well-being is related to an active life-style.

Measuring activity
In SWELL deliverable D1.3 (Achterkamp et al. 2012), the authors identify four technologies for
measuring activity. Firstly, the pedometer is named. Although they provide information regarding
the number of steps taken by the wearer, no data regarding the intensity, frequency or duration of
physical activity is given. It is noted that pedometers only estimate the number of steps accurately if
the intensity of the activity is normal; high or low intensity will cause over- or underestimation
respectively.
The second technology mentioned, are heart-rate monitors. Due to the correlation between heart
rate and activity, this seems like a good way of measuring how much the user has moved during a
day, but several problems regarding this way of measuring exist: (i) influences other than activity can
cause in increased heart rate, (ii) interpersonal differences cause the correlation between heart rate
and activity to be harder to measure, (iii) heart rate will stay elevated after the activity has stopped,
and (iv) heart rate sensors tend to be a burden to the wearer.
The third technology discussed are accelerometers. These devices work more accurate than
pedometers, but are still unable to measure static activity like cycling3.
3

The authors note that static activity has little effect on the overall activity performed, concluding that this
limitation is not insurmountable.
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The final technology deemed useful for measuring physical activity, is the use of the Global
Positioning System (GPS). By looking at the position of a subject, the authors note that the amount
of activity undertaken can be deduced, based on the location, distance travelled and the speed; this
is not possible when using accelerometers with static activity like cycling. Due to the possibility of
data loss and connectivity problems, the authors note that GPS should not be used as the sole
measurement instrument.

Influencing level of activity
The authors discuss several methods of influencing behaviour. They first introduce several social
cognition models; these models aim to capture why people behave the way they do in a social
situation. The models discussed are the Social Cognitive Theory, Theory of Planned Behaviour, and
the TransTheoretical Model.
Now an understanding of reasons behind human behaviour is provided, the authors discuss ways of
influencing this behaviour. They start by elaborating on Cognitive Behavioural Therapy; this way of
working provides ways of altering behaviour by first identifying problematic behaviour, altering that
behaviour slightly, and maintaining these changes. In this process, the subject needs to monitor and
record himself; by working like this, the subject learns about his behaviour and how to influence it.
Tailoring is identified as another way of influencing user behaviour. By adapting content to fit the
wishes and expectations of the users, it will appear as if the application is designed specifically for
them. This personalisation can then “increase the subject’s attention or motivation to process a
message”.

Existing applications
In SWELL D1.3, three classes of applications are identified:
•
•

•

Local feedback – these operate based on local sensor data.
Local feedback including feedback through a database – this class of systems also use
sensors, but additionally gather information from external databases. This way, additional
information can be used for the evaluation of the sensor data or results can be compared
with other users.
Local feedback including feedback through a database and healthcare professionals – similar
to the previous class of systems, these systems use sensors and database input in order to
advise the user of the application. However, unlike the previous systems, these applications
provide ways for healthcare professionals to give feedback and pose interventions.

4.1.2 Well-being at work applications
According to the authors of SWELL deliverable D1.4 User needs study for person-centric wellworking (Bosems et al. 2012), users become increasingly dependent on technology; this to the level
that users might feel that the technology is in control of them, instead of the other way around. As a
result, technology may be causing work-related stress, instead of preventing it. The authors suggest
the usage of smart reasoning technologies in order to once again easing the workload off users, and
improve their well-working.
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Measuring work
In SWELL deliverable D1.4, three techniques are proposed that are to aid in the support of
knowledge workers in their everyday tasks.
The first technology discussed is context recognition. By recognizing what a user is doing at the
moment, the application is able to adapt its behaviour accordingly, performing better for the user.
Secondly, user state modelling is named as an important technology. By creating a model of the
current state of the user and using this model in persuasive applications, the authors state that the
program is better suited to deal with changes in the context of the user; it allows the application to
better understand human behaviour and alter the program response to this behaviour, or even
prevent certain human behaviour.
Finally, theories on persuasive technology are discussed. By using the human behaviour models we
have discussed earlier, it is possible to tailor advice specifically to a single user. By using the theories
on persuasion, we can very precisely guide a user into attaining desired behaviour. In general, it can
be said that, in order for the user to alter his behaviour, insight into the current situation is required,
and why this ought to be changed. If the user has this insight, the change has to become natural to
him, fitting in his everyday routine. If this has been achieved, the change has to be maintained. The
attitude of the user towards the software is highly important during this process.

Existing applications
The authors of D1.4 note that applications such as those intended by SWELL are currently not readily
available. Although research effort currently focusses on developing new techniques to sense and
model the context of knowledge workers, such that future applications can be smarter than the
current generation, better fitting the needs of the users, currently commercially available systems do
not provide us with this level of support, leaving us with “regular” applications that are to improve
the efficiency and effectiveness of users by relieving them of day to day tasks. Examples of these are
e-mail clients and smart, cross-platform to-do lists. Other applications that are to help the user, aim
to give the user insight in his daily activity in order to track time; this way, the user can answer the
“where has my time gone” question.
4.1.3 Impact
As the approach taken by SWELL, developing a ubiquitous system that is to support the user
throughout his entire day, is novel, no current research has been done on the effectiveness and
impact of similar systems. However, there have been studies on systems that are to support either
well-being or well-working. We will discuss these studies in this section.

Well-being
Improving the health of the population and reducing sicknesses like obesity. According to (Wolf and
Colditz 1998), the cost of obesity in the United States alone was approximately $99.2 billion in 1995.
If this sum, a total of $12.4 billion was attributed to the loss of productivity in workers. (Colman,
Dodds, and Wilson 2001) states that over the past 20 years, the incidence of obesity in Canadian
boys4 has increased to 22% and 26% in girls, coming from 16% and 15% respectively. As such, we can

4

The authors note that this trend is similar in the United States.
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conclude that the average population is gaining weight, costing countries and companies a lot of
money. Halting this, or slowing the trend down, will save money.
The authors of (Baker et al. 2008) aim to find the effectiveness of pedometers, as discussed earlier,
on the motivation to be more active in everyday life. In their study, they created two groups out of
sixty-three women and sixteen men. The members of one of these groups were given a physical
activity consultation and a twelve-week pedometer-based program to increase activity; the other
group served as a control. The researchers found a significant increase in walking activity in the
“pedometer group”, while activity in the control group did not change. Although people moved
more, no significant improvements were found in their health, based on body mass, BMI, body fat
percentage and several other objective indicators. The authors indicate that this might be due to
insufficient intensity of the walking activity, and because the study was relatively short.
In (Consolvo, Landay, and McDonald 2009), the authors propose an application that is to persuade
the user to have regular and varied physical activity. The mobile application can be implemented as
a virtual garden that is to be the background screen of the user’s smartphone. If the user does well5,
the garden grows flowers, representing different types of activity, and butterflies when goals are
achieved. In (Consolvo et al. 2008), they present their results, noting that the activity display as
mentioned above helped the users to attain and maintain their levels physical activity, whilst those
users that did not have this visual feedback did significantly worse.

Well-working
When looking at existing literature, we may conclude that the approach taken by SWELL in order to
support knowledge workers in working better with fewer distractions is a novel one: no literature
discussing such tools has been found regarding this subject. However, the effects of distraction on
the mood of workers are well known. Due effects are expected from the novel approach in the
SWELL tools, when unnecessary interruptions can be avoided.
In (Mark, Gudith, and Klocke 2008), the authors investigate the cost of interruptions; in order to
research this, forty-eight subjects were observed in an experiment. During this experiment, an office
environment was simulated, in which the participants had to answer e-mails after a fictional holiday.
While performing this task, the subjects where (i) not disturbed at all, (ii) interrupted, but within the
same context as the work performed, or (iii) interrupted in a different context. The conclusions
drawn from the experiment include the fact that the context of the interruption is irrelevant; any
interruption will cause a change in the working pattern of the person. Although the interrupted work
appears to be performed faster, it does cause higher workload, increased stress, more time
pressure, higher frustration and increased effort. As such, we may conclude that interruptions are to
be reduced to a minimum during work. (Bakker et al. 2012) elaborate on this, explaining that stress
can cause illness directly or indirectly through physiological and maladaptive health behaviour6
respectively.

5
6

That is, the user performs well according to the standards set by the programmers of the application.
Examples of these include smoking, poor eating habits and a lack of sleep.
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5 Results of the interviews and workshops with stakeholders
In this chapter, following the three (top) building blocks
from the Impact Assessment Framework, the results of
the interviews and workshops with stakeholders are
presented. The use of the framework serves as a first
validation of the framework and the input was used to
further enhance the framework.
Paragraphs 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 respectively discuss the
results that are relevant to the feasibility assessment,
the stakeholders and the use of SWELL data and the
change assessment. Together, these paragraphs
provide the information for the two middle building blocks in the Impact Assessment Framework.

5.1 Feasibility assessment
This chapter describes the outcomes of the workshops and interviews in terms of the context
variables that participants deem important when considering the impact of the SWELL tools, the
presumed positive and negative aspects of the tools and the requirements that have to be met in
order for the tools to have a positive instead of a negative (or no) impact. In this entire paragraph,
the tools are considered in general, without differentiating into types of tools or data sharing
strategies. This will be done in paragraphs 5.2 and 5.3 respectively.
A large difficulty when sharing thoughts about the tools is that it is unclear what these tools will
eventually look like. Therefore we have tried to paint a picture that is as clear as possible for the
interviewees and workshop participants. Still, several respondents mentioned this indistinctness
when asking about their opinions of the tools. Their opinion is based on how we described the tools.

5.1.1 Context: opportunities and threats
There are many opportunities and threats for the SWELL tools apparent in the Dutch society. A large
part of these are of a societal or technological nature.
Certain developments in our society provide opportunities for the SWELL tools to address these
issues. The participants in the workshops named opportunities such as the decline of job security,
the rise of more flexible contracts and working from home much more. The participants also
indicated various context-related aspects that could prove to be threats to a successful
implementation of the SWELL tools.
Target group
An ergonomist indicated that knowledge workers are, more than other types of workers, vulnerable
to suffering from RSI (Repetitive Strain Injury) or a burnout. According to the ergonomist, one cause
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is that these workers are very passionate about their work and have difficulties with refraining
themselves from working too much . As we are more and more shifting from an industrial economy
to an information economy, these are important contextual developments that the SWELL tools try
to solve.
Workers with a flexible contract (free-lance or short-contract employees) do not have as much
support from a collective labour agreement or for example an occupational health consultant as
other workers. These workers could also benefit from being supported by the SWELL tools. A related
development regarding new ways of (organizing) work, that has both positive and negative sides is
working from home. This provides much flexibility for a worker, but the downside is that there is not
much support in terms of occupational health and inter-collegial contact at home. The SWELL tools
could provide this kind of support.
A possible threat has to do with the demographic of the workforce. The labour union policy officer
anticipates that there might be problems with the group of employees aged 55 and over in using the
tools. This group is, in general, less experienced in using computers and other digital devices than
younger groups. It is of great importance that the SWELL tools are adapted to their needs since this
is an especially important group to keep healthy and vital.

Balance between work and private life
Another negative development is that it is becoming more and more difficult to properly balance
work and private life. In many cases this balance, or lack thereof, is not healthy. The SWELL tools
could improve this balance by advising people to pay regular visits to the gym or to take a break and
perhaps share their worries or problems.
Adaptation by employer and employee
A first important predictor for the success or failure of the tools is that organisations need to be
willing to implement them. According to an occupational health consultant, many companies do not
have a strong, intrinsic motivation to facilitate a safe and healthy working environment. It costs
them a lot of time, money and fuss. One respondent mentions that, especially in the re-integration
process, it is important to realise that the practice of implementing the tools can be difficult.
Furthermore, it is important that workers are not forced to use the tools, because this will diminish
their motivation to actively engage with them. Workers in general must not feel pressed to use the
tools. Here it is important that the workers should be free to choose not to use the tools, according
to the labour union policy officer. Also especially in the case of re-integrating workers, it is important
to make sure that workers are not forced by their employer to use the tools.
Use of the data
A possible threat for use of the SWELL tools is that it might be unclear what will happen exactly with
the data that is obtained by them. This is mentioned by a labour union policy officer and echoed by
other stakeholders: how will the data be used and implemented in an organisation? The
combination of the sensitive nature of the data and the large number of stakeholders involved (each
with their own interests) makes this a particularly difficult issue. Other, related questions are: Who
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will pay for the tools? Who will own the data and what this means for the use of the data by other
parties? These will be discussed in more detail in paragraph 5.2.
When considering the opportunities or threats of the SWELL tools, it is important to realise that
more information does not necessarily help people. Sometimes, an information overload could even
be a new source of frustration and, consequently, have the opposite effect.
Regulations
According to a safety advisor, the success of the tools is greatly dependent on regulations that foster
trust. The safety advisor expects much distrust from employees towards their employers. People will
be inclined not to trust their employer to use the information from the tools solely to benefit the
well-being of the employees. Concluding, the successful implementation of the SWELL tools will be
much more a sociological and psychological problem than a technological problem.
Relationship between employer and employee
An insurance officer mentions that he thinks the impact of the SWELL tools will be greatly influenced
by the relationship between the employer and employee. An insurance officer and a labour union
policy officer also noticed that the relationship between the employer and employee is key. The
quality of this relationship is often the reason for the success or failure of re-integration.
Consequently, technology will only play a modest role here and the impact is likely to be a derivative
of this relationship. The labour union policy officer mentions that trust between the employee and
employer is essential when using the tools. When these parties do not trust each other, employees
will be less inclined to use the tools, especially when the data is open to the employer.

Context: opportunities and threats - summary
Opportunities
- Willingness but also difficulty to balance work-home
- Decline of job security, flexible contracts
- Knowledge workers vulnerable for RSI, work overload
- Shift from industrial economy to information economy
- More flexible organisation of the work
Threats
- Lack of willingness to implement tools by management
- Forced use of instruments by management (i.e.: obligatory use at re-integration)
- Unclear what will be done with SWELL data (potential conflicting interests)
- Who will provide the tool, who will pay, who own tool (and data)
- Lack of trust between employer and employee
- Older workers with little affinity towards new media
- Information overload
- misinterpretation of data
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5.1.2 Strengths of the tools
In general the respondents seem to think that the development of tools to support the well-being of
knowledge workers – in the fashion of SWELL-like tools - is a good thing. Firstly, because it could
potentially enhance the well-being of an entire societal group. If the tools work and are widely
adopted, people will be able to work better and healthier according to an occupational health officer
that was interviewed. Secondly, because the individual knowledge worker will be empowered by the
availability of the information.
An occupational health consultant that was interviewed thinks that the SWELL tools can really
contribute positively to the well-being of knowledge workers. There is only one respondent, a
medical officer, who does not see direct value of the tools for her work, as well as the work of
employers and employees.
Usefulness of information for involved parties
Many stakeholders could benefit from the information that is gathered by the tools. It can provide
them a competitive advantage to have this information at one’s disposal when decisions and advise
can be based on it (e.g. occupational health consultants), or it enables them to help people more
effectively than before (e.g. medical officer). The head of a knowledge institute for health, work and
participation, says that these tools offer, potentially, the kind of solution that many parties in the
area of well-being of workers are looking for. He is an advocate of digital ways of support like e-tools
and e-services. These new sources of information give professionals in this area a broader and more
complete view of the situation a worker is in. In their conversation with a client they can perform a
more accurate assessment of the possibilities and impossibilities.
An insurance officer from Achmea acknowledges that the SWELL tools can be valuable to his
profession. It would for instance be useful if the tools provided insight in the competences of an
employee. That way the tools can support the re-integration process when an employee cannot
function anymore in his former work and alternative, suitable work must be found. Also for medical
officers the information that is derived from the SWELL tools can be very useful, when shared. A
medical officer that was interviewed mentioned that she would like to use the information, in
addition to the information she receives from talking with her patients, to gain better understanding
of their physical and/or mental condition and adapt her treatment accordingly.
A safety advisor also mentions that the tools can offer a competitive advantage for occupational
health consultants and early users of the tools. They can use the tools to perform better, give better
advice and keep ahead of their competitors. However, the safety advisor notes, this effect will
disappear once the tools are common practice.
Worker empowerment
The SWELL tools can be used as self-help tools for employees, as confirmed by an advisor of
employers. As a result, a medical officer foresees that many workers with generic and minor
problems might not need her help anymore because of the support from digital tools. She will be
able to focus on the problematical cases. She does not perceive the tools as competitive.
According to a labour union policy officer it is useful for knowledge workers to get insight into their
way of working and get feedback on how to be more effective, especially with an eye on
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developments like working from home. The tools support workers to think about their behaviour
and to develop themselves accordingly. This consciousness-raising effect was also mentioned during
the workshops. According to an occupational health consultant, workers can, with help of the tools,
maintain their energy-level at work, take enough breaks and perhaps develop less physical and
mental complaints. This could help workers to be conscious of the fact that you should not spend 8
to 10 hours behind a computer screen.
Objectiveness of information
A big reason why the tools are useful, is that they provide a new category of information, such as
information about body functions. Another useful aspect of the tools is that they could provide
information that is useful in legal matters regarding employment. The data that is derived from the
tools could be used as hard evidence in the case of a labour conflict. An employee can for instance
use the data to prove that he is not facilitated well enough by his employer.
The availability of more information about working conditions of knowledge workers could also be
interesting for labour unions, who can adjust their policy on the basis of the information.
It is important to note that objective data can still be untrustworthy depending on the reliability of
the sensors or when data is interpreted by the system.
Better diagnosis and advice based on objective information and monitoring
An occupational health officer mentions that availability of objective information makes it possible
to look in more detail at the relationship between (physical) complaints of a knowledge worker and
the way his or her workplace is equipped. Next to that, there is a possibility to see how someone’s
behaviour has changed and what has been the effect of this change over a longer period of time. An
advantage of this information, according to a safety advisor, is that it is as objective as possible.
Because of this objective information, a better problem diagnosis is possible and they could avert
wrong solutions or quasi-solutions .
A medical officer mentions the advantage of having objective information next to the subjective
information the patient provides. She feels she can give more objective and convincing advice as a
result of having this information and it can help to improve her treatment of her patients. An
occupational health consultant stated that analysis of the data could lead to better conclusions
about complaints of workers and the effect of their work on their health. Furthermore, the medical
officer mentions that the tools might help her to monitor her patients. An occupational health
consultant confirms that he might signal problems earlier by help of the tools.
The strengths of the tools described above are related to better diagnosis and advice in the case that
a worker has already developed physical or mental problems. However, the availability of objective
information also makes it possible to prevent workers from developing problems.
Stress prevention
The SWELL tools could be used by companies to prevent stress or improve conditions so that feelings
of stress disappear; this is confirmed by an interviewed advisor of employers. An ergonomist states
that no one is capable of this so-called ‘multi-tasking’, and it is not good for you. It is much better to
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finish one task before working on another task. Advice that can be given by the SWELL tools about
this better way of working is therefore beneficial. When the advice is followed, the development of
problems could be prevented.
Realise lasting change of behaviour
An occupational health consultant states that the SWELL tools could help to support workers
consciousness of their behaviour and to realise lasting change in their behaviour. The tools could
translate the behaviour to (noncommittal) exercises at relevant moments. Another occupational
health officer states that a positive aspect of the tools is that workers will be able to monitor their
own development. They see for example by using sensors how their seating at their desk improves
and how they benefit from this. Visible and noticeable effects will convince workers to use or keep
using the SWELL tools.7
Organisational performance
It could be interesting to have data available per team at an aggregated level. Since individual
workers can learn from this information and be more effective, the team as a total can perform at its
best. For companies the tools can provide insight into the way they can support their employees
best in designing their workplace. This was mentioned by the occupational health consultant.
Furthermore, companies could mention the tools and the way they use them to create a better
working environment for their workers in their terms of employment. This could attract new
employees.
During the workshops it was mentioned that the tools may help to achieve a better match between
a job and a job profile. This could add to the performance of the organisation, by having better
suited people for different jobs.
Cost-reduction
An insurance officer mentions that the premium for companies can be lowered when the tools are
used and the absence rates are lower as a consequence. During the workshop it was mentioned that
the digital tools might decrease administrative costs. When companies purchase the SWELL tools,
they might not use the rather expensive services of occupational health consultants and labour
experts any more. Using the tools could thus lower the costs. Therefore, the SWELL tools could
become competitors of occupational health consultants and labour experts.
Faster reintegration
According to the workshop participants, with the help of the tools workers might be able to
reintegrate faster. The reason for the possible acceleration of this process is that workers will be
constantly supervised. This has the socially desirable effect that workers will sooner be able to
participate in the labour market again. It also has a large financial effect for organisations since they
will need to pay less for social security and sick workers.

7

Within the SWELL-project, behavioural change models are listed and used in the SWELL tools to maximize the
impact on behavioural change.
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Strengths of the tools - summary
- Work better and stay healthier
- Positive contribution to well-being
- Parties benefit from useful information available through SWELL
- Enhanced information available to support decisions and advice
- Insight in the competences of SWELL user for re-integration
- Empowerment for knowledge workers
- Stimulates healthy behaviour and well-being consciousness
- SWELL generates objective data
- Better diagnosis and advice based on objective information and monitoring
- Efficient working and stress prevention support
- Realise lasting change in behaviour
- Use data to enhance team performance
- SWELL tool make workplace and organisation more attractive for employees
- Cost reduction on sickness leave and insurance premiums
- Faster (and better) re-integration

5.1.3 Weaknesses of the tools
Next to the strengths of the SWELL tools, there were also many critical points mentioned concerning
the tools and their effect on workers.
Intrusion of one’s privacy
A key potential negative side of the tools is the possible intrusion of one’s privacy. Almost all
respondents mentioned that this topic will play a key role in some way or another. In this paragraph
the possible negative effects of the tools on the privacy of knowledge workers are discussed. In
paragraph 5.1.5, the requirements will be addressed that need to be kept in mind in this area.
A risk of the tools is that for workers it will feel like being watched by their employers. Workers
might consider it as intrusion of their privacy when employers will have insight in the data that is
collected by the tools. This is especially the case when the data is available at individual level.
According to the labour union policy officer this is an important risk since the data can be very
valuable for managers. Chapter 5.2.2 discusses into more detail what the effect will be when
workers keep the information to themselves, or when they share the information with other
involved parties.
Misuse an misinterpretation of the data
A reason why workers might not be inclined to use the SWELL tools according to the workshop
participants is that it is not clear what will happen exactly with the data that is retrieved from the
tools. Will the data be used for assessment or by insurance companies?
A danger that is also related to privacy of workers and sharing information, as mentioned by the
labour union policy officer, is that the data can be used against employees by their managers. In the
re-integration process, it could be used to have people work again as soon as possible. This can have
negative effects for people who need some time to recover after a tough period. Furthermore, by
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only looking at objective or quantified information, you run the risk of losing sight of the real cause
of a problem.
Pressure on employees
An important question posed by a labour union policy officer is whether the tools might put even
more pressure on productivity and efficiency of workers. The work will be done much faster than
before, but it is questionable whether workers will be happier as a result. It can be tough for workers
to be directly confronted with the reality of their ways of working. The labour union policy officer
mentioned in this light that you should not rush an employee too much. Worker should keep feeling
at ease in their work.
According to the occupational health officer, workers could sometimes feel even more stress
because of the tools. In that case it does more harm than good. When the tools hamper you while
working, you will feel extra tension. In the case of a reorganisation the tools could enlarge
competition between colleagues on the basis of the height of absence-rates.
Companies avoiding their responsibility
A risk is that companies will use the tools for legitimizing not taking further responsibility for the
health of their employees. They can argue that they use the tool, therefore the employees cannot
complain that they do not invest in the health of their workers.

Lack of motivation to use the tools
A possible threat for the tools that comes from the workers themselves is lack of motivation to use
the SWELL tools. For sensor-based tools the objection may be against carrying extra things on your
body. This was mentioned during the workshop.
Weaknesses of the tools - summary
- Privacy issues, too much supervision
- Misuse of the data in case of conflict of interest
- Pressure on increase of productivity en efficiency
- Avoiding responsibility, blaming the worker
- Lack of motivation to use tool and wear sensors

5.1.4 Assessment of strengths and weaknesses

Figure 5.1, offers an overview of the strengths and weaknesses of the SWELL-tools that were named
by the respondents. Many aspects of the tools that are named can be either positive or negative,
depending on the context and what is done with the information from the tools. Therefore, the
items are spread across the balance to give an impression of some items being dominantly positive
or negative, and some containing both positive and negative implications. Below, we discuss the
placing of the items.
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Faster re-integration*
Lasting change
of behaviour*
Stress prevention Cost-reduction
Organizational
performance*

Misuse of data*
Avoidance of
Relevance of
company
responsibility addressed problems
Pressure on*
employees

Motivation to use
the tools
Privacy*

Negative

Better diagnosis Usefulness of
and advice*
information*
Objectiveness
Worker
of information*
empowerment*

Positive
*Mentioned by multiple respondents

Figure 5.1 Strengths and weaknesses of the SWELL-tools
Pressure on employees will play a role. One way or the other, the tools will put extra pressure on
them by having to deal with the tools and the advice that the tools give them. Therefore it is placed
at the left side of the diagram. This pressure might be a negative aspect, but will be compensated by
the benefits that workers receive by using the tools.
Misuse of data is present when the information that the tools provide about worker is used against
them by their employer or another stakeholder. This situation is always problematic and therefore is
placed at the upper left of the figure.
Avoidance of company responsibility is present when companies use the tools, but use it as an
excuse not to undertake any extra action. This could be a negative aspect of the tools, but the risk
does not seem so great. Our expectation is that the companies that use the tools will use them as
part of a larger plan so facilitate a good working environment.
Possible intrusion of one’s privacy could be a negative consequence of the tools. This is a risk, but
when privacy is addressed in the design of the tools by regulating the access to and use of the data
this risk is covered. Transparency of use and clear rules for sharing of the data and mutual
agreement thereon are essential. Taking these conditions into account, his aspect it not negative and
is place in the middle of the negative side of the balance.
A potential weakness of the tools lies in the relevance of addressed problems. When the issues
covered by the tools are not crucial to the functioning of a worker or an organisation, the tools will
not have much effect. But, when the right problems are addressed it will not be a weakness.
Therefore is it placed at the right side of the negative side of the balance.
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Motivation to use the tools could be a weakness for the tools when this motivation is lacking.
Proper motivating of the workers to use the tools is therefore important for it not to become a
weakness.
The objectiveness of the information delivered by the SWELL tools is a strong point. For example
workers can show that their complaints might be caused by their working conditions, or medical
officers can monitor the workers better. But, it can have negative consequences when people focus
too much on the information that is objective and most easy to register, and forget about more
subjective or emotional aspects of the working context.
Stress prevention by using the tools could be a very positive, but it may be hard to realise. For some
workers, the tools may create even more stress and the persons most stress-prone may be also the
ones not inclined to use the tools.
Lasting change of behaviour because of closer monitoring and more reminders could be very
positive for organisations and workers, but might be hard to realise and is therefore placed in the
centre of the positive side of the balance.
Better diagnosis and advice is possible by using the data delivered by the tools. This is a very
positive aspect of the tools, but can only be reached when workers share the information with the
relevant stakeholders. Workers might be inclined to keep the information to themselves.
Organisational performance could be raised by using the tools: workers could become healthier and
more effective. Teams could benefit from insight into their performance. When workers will keep
the information to themselves the effect might be smaller than when they share the information.
Faster re-integration is a potential strength of the tools. They make it possible for workers to reintegrate faster because they are monitored and receive more support. When this goal is achieved it
is very positive for companies as well as workers themselves.
Cost-reduction is beneficial to companies and might have a positive effect for workers because there
could be money left to spend on other services.
All but one respondent confirmed the usefulness of the information derived from the SWELL-tools
for their work. The fact that the information is found very useful by the respondents is a very
important strength of the tools. Apart from the discussion whether people would share it, the
information itself could potentially help them improve their quality of work.
Worker empowerment would definitely be enhanced by using the SWELL-tools. When workers have
more information, they have more knowledge and therefore power to take action. Even when
workers do not use the tools, they at least have the opportunity to do so. Possibly, this is the most
unquestionable strength of the tools.
Conclusion
When looking at Figure 5.1 again, we see that the balance contains more strengths than weaknesses.
Partly, this effect may be due to having a selective group of respondents who are motivated to
participate in the study and are therefore more likely to be enthusiastic about the tools. But on the
other hand they were also very critical about the tools. However, the positive and negative aspects
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are not related to their impact or to the conditional requirements, and this may influence the impact
enormously. Therefore, we cannot simply argue that the scale will tip to the positive side (the way it
is shown in Figure 5.1). The conditional requirements that are named in paragraph 5.1.5 should be
taken into account when further developing the tools.

5.1.5 Conditional requirements
In addition to contextual factors and intrinsic qualities of the tools, as described above, the
workshop and interviews also resulted in a number of essential issues or requirements, both
regarding the tools but also the environment in which the tools are expected to be used. The extent
to which these issues were addressed in the development of the tool are expected to have a big
influence on the chance of success of the SWELL tools (regarding their adoption and use) and,
subsequently, their possible societal impact. This is not an exhaustive list of conditions.
Personalisation and contextualisation
According to the participants of the workshops, aspects that should be taken into account by the
tools are:
•
•
•
•

The amount of contact a worker has with colleagues
The home environment
Whether a worker is on medication
Whether a worker eats healthy and gets regular exercise.

The tool should fit the personality and character of the user. It may be useful to incorporate
subjective elements about someone’s personality in the tools. Here you could think of the user
interface to match with the target group, the advice should be personalized and the type of tool
could be personalized, adjusted to the type of work. But you could also think that different
characters require different tips. An insecure person should not be confronted too much with his
‘problems’. A solution to this problem might be that workers can decide when they would like to
receive input from the tools, instead of the tools deciding for them. This is in line with the nonobtrusive design of the tools.
Relationship employer-employee
As mentioned in paragraph 5.1.1 the success of the tools is greatly dependent on regulations that
foster trust. An open and trusting relationship between employer and employee is essential.
Technology will only play a modest role here, it is mostly a social and psychological problem.
However if the tool supports the administration of the ownership of the information and the rules
under which information can and will be used in an easy and transparent way, technology can
greatly enhance the success of the tools.
Implementation of the tools
During the interviews it was mentioned by an insurance officer that the practice of implementing the
tools could be very hard. It is therefore important to consider the requirements of a successful
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implementation of the SWELL tools. It is important to pay attention to these requirements so that
these can be taken into account when developing the tools.
The participants in the study named that it is important to look at what technologies are used. The
form of the technology is important (whether the tools for example use sensors) and when the
technology is used (for example continuously or with time intervals between measurements). This
determines how invasive the tools are and how they influence daily activities.

When implementing the SWELL tools, it is important to take into account the experience and
capabilities of the users of the tools. The tools that are chosen for a specific worker should match his
experience and capabilities, and he might need training to use the tools properly.
In paragraph 5.1.4, it was mentioned that a risk of the tools might be that employers implement
them, but do not have a larger plan for improving the health of employees. An important
requirement for the tools to be effective is therefore that a possibility for intervention and lasting
behavioural change is connected to the tools. It has to be avoided that the tools keep reporting
about possible problems but they are not dealt with. The head of a knowledge institute for health,
work and participation mentions that it is important to keep combining this digital support with
personal contact. One of the stakeholders interviewed (Welder) does this by talking to people on the
phone next to providing digital services. In addition to this, the occupational health consultant
mentions that the question should be posed whether there is enough knowledge and skill to act as a
response to the feedback that the employees receive.
When implementing the tools, it is important to make sure that the knowledge workers feel
ownership of the tools. It should be something that benefits them, and not be something that is
forced upon them by their employer. In paragraph 5.1.3 it was mentioned that a serious risk lies in
the possibility that workers will not be motivated to use the tools since that might add extra
baggage. This counts especially for sensors-based tools. According to participants in the workshop
the tools should therefore be wearable and comfortable to increase the chance of success.
Objectiveness of the data
An important condition concerning the objectiveness of the data is that you should not jump to
conclusions based on an occasional low in the data of a worker.
It is not possible to measure everything by using the tools. For example psychological complaints are
hard to measure, even with the SWELL tools. Next to that, it is difficult to measure objectively
because people tend to give socially desirable answers and can only report their own perception of
their health. Reliability and validity of the data should be indisputable. If this is not the case, it might
be a weakness.
An advisor of employees wonders which problem is solved by the tools and how big this problem
actually is. Her critique is also based on the question what percentage of the possible problems of
knowledge workers is measured. When this is a high percentage, the tools are useful in her view.
She also wonders how innovative the SWELL tools are, since comparable tools like ‘Workpace’
already exist.
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Advice of the tools: background, transparency and form
A medical officer mentioned that she would like to have a part in the feedback that a patient
receives of the tools. At the least she would like to know what feedback they receive and she would
like to be able to speak to a contact person in the case she does not agree with the feedback. She
concludes by mentioning it is important to know what the feedback of the SWELL tools is based on.
Furthermore the tools should take into account a possible placebo effect of the use of a support
tool. Possibly, people start performing better simply because they are reminded to their position at
their desk or taking regular breaks, or because they have the impression that something is done and
therefore they will perform better, and not because of the advice the tools provide.
When there is negative feedback to report, this should be done in a careful way with adequate
follow-up. During the workshop it was concluded that it is important to take into account a workers
response to the advice that is given by the tools. You can wonder what it does to a person to receive
this advice. The tools should not focus on the medical perspective, this would provide a limited view
of a worker and the advice he receives. The context of the job performance is also very important,
and not only individual bio-medical factors.
An occupational health consultant that was interviewed perceives it as a big risk that people will not
use the tools. To overcome this, it should be very clear to workers what benefits the tools will
provide for them. This will convince them in using the tools.
Privacy of workers
According to an occupational health consultant that was interviewed, workers like to keep things
private, but they would also like to have the benefits of the tools. To make sure workers’ privacy is
not intruded upon it is important to think about privacy when developing the tools. This is also called
privacy by design.
To prevent intrusion of one’s privacy, the employer must ask for permission to use the tools and
collect the data. When the worker provides this permission, he needs to be in charge of his own
data. This means that the user of the tools can choose to act upon the information that he or she
receives. Whether another party gets insight into the data depends entirely on the user. As
mentioned before, the data can be valuable for managers, but they need to have explicit permission
to use the data. Furthermore, it should be absolutely clear for what purpose the data will be used by
the managers.
Another way to guarantee privacy, according to an insurance officer of Delta Lloyd, is never to use
data that makes it possible to trace individual workers. The data that is derived from the tools can be
used on an aggregated level. That way, individual workers cannot be traced. Insurance companies
like Delta Lloyd only use aggregated data.
A medical officer states that for her the tools can only yield positive results when a knowledge
worker is willing to share the information with her. This is addressed into more depth in paragraph
5.2.2.
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5.2 Stakeholders and the use of SWELL data
As described in paragraph 5.1, the use of SWELL tools could be beneficiary to the knowledge worker
(on the condition that certain requirements are met). The feedback can, for instance, provide
valuable insights that enable the knowledge worker to be more productive, improve his or her
working conditions (even by minor changes) and consequently his or her well-being. It could also
empower knowledge workers in their personal development, or improve (and speed up) the
recovery and re-integration process if he or she is sick.
In the envisioned default configuration of the SWELL tools the collected data and provided feedback
are only available to the knowledge worker. However, the data and the analyses from the SWELL
tools could also be valuable to other stakeholders and, in some cases, the use of SWELL data by
other stakeholders could, in turn, be valuable to the knowledge worker as well.
5.2.1 How would stakeholders use SWELL data?
This raises an interesting question: if the knowledge worker would be willing to share the SWELL
data and analyses, how would other shareholders deploy this data and what would be the
consequences for the knowledge worker? Appendix 2b provides an overview of the potential use of
data for each stakeholder listing the level of expected value of the SWELL data for the stakeholder to
fulfil its role in the ecosystem of wellbeing and both the potential positive and negative effects for
the knowledge worker.
5.2.2 To share or not to share, and with whom?
In the workshops and the interviews, one of the main issues was the question of sharing (some) data
with other stakeholders or not. Several factors play an important role in determining whether it is
valuable for knowledge workers to share the data and feedback from the SWELL tools.
The most important one is the extent to which interests from both the knowledge worker and the
stakeholder are shared. There are several stakeholders that are primarily interested in the wellbeing of the knowledge worker, such as family and friends, the family doctor or other medical
professionals, the works council or the labour union, the association for occupational diseases, a
legal professional who represents the knowledge worker in a work dispute and, although a little bit
more ambiguous, a medical officer. Some stakeholders are mainly concerned with their own goals,
such as the insurance companies whose main goal is to minimize costs and risk. Other stakeholders
do have a vested interest in the well-being and employability of the knowledge worker, but it is also
a means to an end: to be a more productive, innovative and attractive organisation. This especially
applies to employers, managers, colleagues and stakeholders that work for organisations such as
reintegration companies and occupational health consultants, albeit to a lesser extent.
A second factor is the proximity between the knowledge worker and the stakeholder regarding
activities that support or facilitate his or her well-being. As described in paragraph 1.2, some
stakeholders are in direct contact with the knowledge worker and play an active role in the primary
process, such as family doctor, the employer, the manager, colleagues, a medical officer,
intervention companies and (to a lesser extent) occupational health consultants. Other stakeholders
are not active in the secondary process, but provide conditions for the primary process, such as
insurance companies, the works council, the labour union, the labour inspectorate, policy makers
etc. In general, it was expected that trust and direct contact between the knowledge worker and the
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stakeholder, and whether the activities of the stakeholder directly or indirectly affect the well-being
of the knowledge worker, would play a part in the willingness to share the data or not.
In order to persuade knowledge workers to use the SWELL tools, trust and control over the data are
vital. One has to be sure that the data will be used only for specific, agreed upon purposes that serve
the interest of the knowledge worker rather than having a negative impact. This feeling of control
seems to be a combination of both the level of shared interests and proximity between the
knowledge worker and the stakeholder.
As figure 5.2 illustrates, it is possible to distinguish several clusters of stakeholders.
It would be valuable, at a low risk, to deal data with stakeholders in the first cluster that both have a
shared interest regarding the well-being of the knowledge worker and are in close proximity of the
knowledge worker: family and friends and especially a family doctor and other medical
professionals.

Figure 5.2: Clusters of stakeholders
It would also be valuable to share data with the stakeholders from the secondary process that also
have a shared and unambiguous interest in the well-being of the knowledge worker. However, as
they are often not in direct contact with the knowledge worker regarding the primary process of his
or her well-being, it is less likely that knowledge workers will share their data with these
stakeholders.
The third cluster consists of stakeholders that are in low proximity of the knowledge worker and do
not particularly share his or her interests, nor is there a conflict of interests. It is not likely that users
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will share their data with these stakeholders, even more so because it would not provide any clear,
direct, advantages.
A fourth cluster consists of stakeholders that do have other, conflicting interests with the
knowledge-worker, and are not able to provide any clear benefits: the insurance company and the
employers’ association.
The stakeholders in the fifth and final cluster constitute the direct professional sphere of the
knowledge worker. As described above they have a shared interest in the well-being of their
employee but mainly as means to improve the organisation. Laws and regulations have been
stipulated to guard this balance and make sure that employees are provided with good working
conditions. All of these stakeholders in this cluster, apart from the colleagues, are very interested in
the SWELL data. Furthermore, especially in the relation between the knowledge worker and these
stakeholders, there seems to be the biggest trade-off in both benefits and risk.
In chapter six we will further summarize our findings on the impact of the use of the SWELL tools.
This will also include an impact-analysis of both a scenario in which the knowledge worker will keep
the data private from stakeholders other than possibly the first and second cluster with the closest
interests to the knowledge worker, and a scenario in which the knowledge worker is willing to share
the data with the stakeholders from the final cluster to further discuss the consequences of the
trade-offs.

5.3 Change assessment
As a wrap-up of the workshops, the participants were asked to make an overall assessment of
changes they would deem likely to occur when each of the two SWELL tools (Productivity and Reintegration) would be implemented.
This lead to the following lists of perceived advantages/benefits and drawbacks/costs for both of the
tools.
5.3.1 Productivity tool for Happy Worker
This input came from an insurance officer, a policy advisor, a medical officer, and three researchers.

Spent time

change in tasks and
efficiency of the work

Aspects

Positive changes

Negative changes

- advantages
- benefits

- drawbacks
- costs

- Increase in efficiency
- increase in efficiency must level with
the SWELL investment
- No extra time investment when SWELL
tool is part of normal work routine
- Less administrative overhead
- Detect and adapt stressful tasks
- Insight in total task-package

- Start-up period costs workers extra
time
- Start-up period costs management
extra time
- Every new employee needs ramp-up
time
- Distraction or frustration from
(continuous) feedback
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investment, income,
exploitation

employability,
empowerment

Employee satisfaction

client satisfaction

Financial
cost/benefit
Quality of
service/product
Quality of work
Long-term effect

Less sickness leave (less costs)
Higher productivity
More healthy worker
Better
image
of
employer/
organization with tools
Higher income for organization
because of efficient task management
Less “presentheism”: being there, but
being non-productive
Less costs for administrative tasks
Healthy workers are more creative
Potentially higher quality of output
from workers

- Investment to buy expensive SWELL
tools
- Exploitation costs for installation/
maintenance and ICT support
- Education costs: learn how to use and
how to interpret data
- Education on behavioural change,
change of mentality

- Low-threshold introduction brings
wide acceptance
- Socially accepted and stimulated to
attend to your own well-being
- Efficient and comfortable work
situation
- Worker empowered to monitor his
own balance
- Increase of autonomy
- More control over one’s life
- Autonomous functioning
- Higher employability
- Better integration of HR policy and
plans
- Increase of vitality of work force
- Increase of national productivity
- Decrease of administrative burden
- Sustainable employability due to
better balance work-home

- It may not be directly clear what’s in it
for the worker
- Stigmatization when SWELL tool is only
for selected workers
- Less flexibility of the worker (driven by
the system)
- Worker may feel “being watched”

-

- Too result-driven attitude may lead to
less focus on client’s wishes

- More strain on efficient working
- Work force pushed to the limit
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5.3.2 Re-integration tool for smooth re-integration
This input came from a re-integration advisor, an HR manager, a medical officer, an ergonomist and
an occupational hygienist.

investment, income,
exploitation

client satisfaction

Employee satisfaction

Spent time

employability,
empowerment

Long-term effect

Quality of work

Quality of
service/product

Financial
cost/benefit

change in tasks and
efficiency of the work

Aspects

Positive changes

Negative changes

- advantages
- benefits

- drawbacks
- costs

- Continuity in re-integration trajectory
- More tasks for direct manager, to
- Interactive management of result/
monitor and support his employee
progress
- Quicker re-integration
- Continuous feedback on functioning
- Better concentration and less mistakes

- Direct benefits from returned worker:
no costs for replacement and expertise
available
- Less societal cost for sickness
allowances, health costs, legal costs
and administrative costs

-

New trajectory with unknown costs
Development costs
Training and education costs
In start-up phase extra costs for
employer/organisation

- Better evaluations of the worker and his situation
- Better reports on re-integration
process

- Increase of wellness and satisfaction of - Data from the private sphere at home
employee
becomes specifically part of the work
- More fun/pleasure at work
related sphere, which could increase
- Self-management increases
the feeling of unease regarding
- More private advantages lifts up the
privacy.
level of employee satisfaction

- Re-integrated workers will become - Effects can go both ways
Happy Workers
- Workers on average more sustainable
employable
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In general it is found that quantifying effects is difficult, when the innovation is still under
development and not yet implemented in practice. Also some of the effects can go both ways, and
this is strongly influenced by some essential assumptions of optimal functioning of the system,
optimal implementation and optimal acceptance and compliance by workers and organisations both.
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6 Impact Assessment
6.1 Introduction
In paragraph 5.1 the most important advantages and flaws of the SWELL tools in general were
described. Paragraph 5.2 provided an overview of which stakeholders could use the SWELL data and
what that would mean for their activities and what it would mean for the knowledge worker. It also
concluded that especially in the relation between the knowledge worker and the organisation
(employer, manager, occupational doctor) there seemed to be a trade-off between the potential
benefits and disadvantages. Paragraph 5.3 listed the costs/drawbacks and benefits/advantages
related to the two SWELL-tool Productivity and Re-integration.
In this chapter, we will discuss the potential impact of the SWELL tools. Following the Impact
Assessment Framework, we have applied the three building blocks from the top level to collect the
information for the two, middle building blocks. Now we will converge this information to provide an
ex ante impact analysis, the final and bottom building block of the Impact Assessment Framework.

First, integrating the results from the previous chapters, we will provide some initial conclusions for
each of the two separate SWELL tools regarding their feasibility, the stakeholders involved and the
expected changes that the use of SWELL tools could initiate.
Second, we will delve deeper into the question of data sharing. Taking the constellations of the
specific ecosystems of the two tools into account, we will discuss how different data sharing
strategies could influence the feedback loops between the different levels (the knowledge worker,
the organization and the ecosystem of stakeholders and society) and the various elements from the
feasibility and change assessment (the extent to which issues and requirements are met, pros and
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cons are amplified and the changes could be influenced. In doing so, we will provide an initial
assessment of how the combination of these different strategies for the two different tools could
have different kinds of impact.

6.1.1 Two tools: Productivity vs Re-integration
Feasibility
The positives and negatives of the SWELL tool as mentioned in paragraph 5.1.4 are mostly applicable
to both the Productivity and the Re-integration tool. However accents differ.
For the Productivity tool the most important positives are: organisational performance, usefulness of
the information and stress prevention and empowerment. The most important negatives for this
tool are: pressure on employees and motivation to use the tool. Since there is no incentive caused
by otherwise inability to work, the benefits should be opportune to both knowledge workers in daily
job support, to be motivated to use the tool, and for the organisation in direct relation with profit, to
be motivated to invest in the tool. The trends of worker empowerment, self-steering and workhome balance highly support these kinds of applications. Most important conditions for success are
personalisation of the tool, low threshold implementation and transparent privacy.
For the Re-integration tool on the other hand the most important positives are: faster re-integration,
better diagnosis and advice and lasting change of behaviour. The main negatives are: misuse of data
and privacy. For a re-integration employee, the idea of being watched and information to be used
against him with the possible consequence that he may be degraded or even fired, are a real issue
also related to the increase of flexible work relations. When the well-being at work and the wellbeing at home are integrated, this may even mean that information on the home situation will be
shared in the work environment. The conflict of interests between employee and employer will be
more apparent. The trend of shortage of qualified personnel will be an important supporter of these
applications. Conditions for success are again personalization and contextualisation and
management of the privacy in case of conflicting interests. Also essential are a trusting and
supportive employer-employee relationship and the objectiveness and acceptability of the data, so
they will motivate the worker to change his behaviour.
Stakeholders
The constellation of stakeholders involved in the re-integration of a sick employee is different from
the field of prevention and increasing productivity. This is especially the case if the disease is more
serious and/or chronic and a re-assessment of the balance between job demands and capabilities is
required.
In the case of prevention and increasing productivity, especially the stakeholders in the fifth cluster
play an important role, with a focus on 1) creating (and monitoring) healthy working conditions (the
medical officer, occupational health service), possibly assisted by an intervention service and
pressure or advice from the works council and monitored by the labour inspectorate, and 2)
providing guidance and support from managers and HR and colleagues to stimulate personal
development and enhancing employability (again, via interventions).
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In the process of reintegration, the role of some stakeholders are different (medical officer and
occupational health service and different intervention services) and other stakeholders become
important as well, such as a reintegration company, insurance companies, UWV and – possibly –
legal professionals.
In both domains, policymakers and knowledge institutions remain on a distance and are not involved
in individual cases (neither knowledge workers nor organisations), but focus rather on trends on the
aggregate.
Change
The most important and most motivating change that SWELL tool may bring about are positive
changes that can be translated into financial benefits for the organisations or society. This includes
increased efficiency, less sickness leave, less health-related costs, quicker re-integration. It is
important to be able to have a convincing case on these benefits in relation to the investments that
have to be made for acquiring, education and exploitation of the tools. On the more qualitative level
creating a more comfortable and efficient work situation where the worker is empowered to
maintain his own balance is most important. In the case of re-integration this may mean the
difference between being able to return to work or not. The long-term effects may be the final
impact factor to establish a sustainable basis for SWELL tools as they show us a new way of working,
with the worker in control over his life and work, resulting in a vital and flexible work force.
6.1.2 Two data strategies: Private vs Public data
As described in chapter five, sharing data with other stakeholders can have both considerable
benefits and disadvantages as different stakeholders have different interests and both strengths and
weaknesses of the tool can be amplified.
Paragraph 5.1 provided an overview of both these strengths and weaknesses and general
requirements that were deemed important for the adoption, use and impact of the SWELL tools.
Especially the requirements regarding privacy, the (mis-)use of the data, the relationship between
employers and employees and the transparency of feedback are relevant when considering data
sharing. The personalisation and contextualization, the objectivity of the data and the background,
and form of the feedback are less likely affected.
The first three of these four relevant requirements are strained by tools that share data or
encourage the sharing of data, whereas the transparency of feedback could benefit from, for
instance, assistance from a medical officer.
Various strengths and weaknesses are affected by sharing data. Especially violation of privacy and
the potential risk of misuse of data very important and will become more dominant factors in the
success of the implementation of the tool. But also the social pressure from colleagues and
managers could increase. However, the intrusiveness of the tool is not likely to be affected by data
sharing. The risk of a decreased sense of responsibility within an organization to look after its
employees might even be curtailed if the knowledge worker shares his or her data, as the company
is able to participate in the process of maintaining or improving well-being and productivity.
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Considering the strengths of the tool; the supporting and stress-reducing qualities could be even
more effective if combined with support from managers, HR, occupational health consultants and
medical professionals. It allows them to make better diagnoses and offer more effective
interventions if needed, improve working conditions and their policy regarding the well-being of
employees. Furthermore, on a meso-level, companies are better able to monitor and improve the
overall performance of the employees. The strengths of the objectivity of the data and the
empowerment of the knowledge worker are expected to be less affected by sharing data.
If we consider the interaction between the three different levels, different data sharing strategies
will have different kinds of impact. If the user is not willing to share data, the most important
changes will occur on the micro-level where the knowledge worker will apply the tools (less likely to
be bothered by the sense of privacy intrusion) and improve his or her mental and physical wellbeing. These improvements could benefit the company and the society as a whole, as described in
paragraph 5.3. If the knowledge worker is willing to share data with stakeholders in the first cluster
(see paragraph 5.1), potential health risks could be tackled in an earlier stage and, again, improve
the well-being of the worker even more. However, as mentioned above, the tools could foster a gap
between the tools that support the user and the possibilities of the organization (manager, HR) to be
involved in this process and amplify the risk that companies are less involved in the well-being of
their employees, which could have a negative influence on and the overall HR policy regarding wellbeing and, on the micro-level, working conditions.
If the data is shared, the interaction between the different levels will become more intense. On the
one hand, on the micro-level the knowledge worker, by using the SWELL tools, could improve his or
her well-being and become a more productive worker, which benefits the organization and the
society as a whole. But additionally, sharing data could also have a direct impact on the meso-level
as the organization will be better able to facilitate relevant information, support and interventions,
improve working conditions, adapt their policy. However, the sharing of data - especially without
clear rules regarding use or a lack of control by the user - could have a negative influence on the
adoption, use and consequently the overall impact on both the micro, meso en macro level.
Furthermore, sharing data could lead to more social pressure from managers and colleagues. Actual
misuse by organizations could eventually even have a profound negative impact on its employees
and the organization as a whole.
As mentioned earlier, the two different SWELL tools have different accents regarding their feasibility
and different stakeholders are involved. Below, we will briefly describe how the two different data
sharing strategies could work out differently for the two different tools.
Re-integration tool and no Data-sharing
In this case valuable data regarding the recovery of the knowledge worker is not shared with
stakeholders in the fifth cluster. Consequently, the use of the tool could still improve the reintegration process, but due to a lack of support to interpret the data and feedback that a medical
officer or occupational health service could supply, it is expected that the process could still be much
improved, also for support from manager and colleagues. It could also mean that the relation
between non-work-related health professionals from the first cluster (most likely the family doctor,
psychologist or physiotherapist) will become more important to the knowledge worker.
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In case of a work-related dispute the data could also be useful to a legal professional. In this case
sharing data with the manager/employer may sooner weaken a case.
The use of swell tools could still improve the overall well-being of an organisation, which could lead
to lower premiums for employers.
Productivity tool and no Data-sharing
The use of SWELL tools could improve the productivity of the knowledge worker and, consequently,
the company. However, because the data is not available to the manager or HR, it is possible that
the knowledge worker will not fulfil the potential improvements. With more detailed information
about the knowledge worker, a manager would be able to facilitate him better and offer more
effective productivity- and health related interventions. However, because the data is not shared
with stakeholders in the work related sphere, the trust between employer and employees will not
be compromised, which could persuade knowledge workers to actually use the SWELL tools.
As with the re-integration process, it could also mean that the relation between non-work-related
health professionals (most likely the family doctor, psychologist or physiotherapist) will become
more important to the knowledge worker. By working together with the data, the nature of the
communication between the knowledge worker and the first line medical professionals could
become less and less related to actual sickness, which could save other medical professionals more
time.
Re-integration tool and Data sharing
Sharing SWELL data with the medical officer and the occupational health service could speed up the
reintegration process, which could lead to lower premiums for both employers and employees.
A massive adoption of SWELL-like tools could also stimulate more standardized reporting for medical
officers and insurance companies.
Clearly this should be supervised because of possible conflicting interests: there is need for a privacy
watch-dog. The privacy rules should be transparent and at all times be managed by the worker
himself.
Productivity tool and Data-sharing
When sharing data, managers, HR and colleagues are better able to support the knowledge worker
to become more productive. It also allows them to better facilitate personal development and
employability. It will be easier for organisations to find the right kind of intervention for each
individual employee.
By collecting data on working conditions, the works council is better able to monitor conditions that
are under par and demand, with objective data, that changes need to be made.
By better (and more frequently) monitoring complaints and working conditions, medical officers can
adjust working conditions and work more preventive.
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With better, objective and continuous data, occupational health services can provide better advice.
Furthermore, with a lot of data, there is need for someone who can help to interpret the data and
implement feedback in adjusted daily routines.
However, another consequence could be that organisations will no longer request their services, if
they believe that SWELL-like tools, in combination with a medical officer and a sound health policy
will suffice. This also means that the role and job demands of the medical officer increase.
Clear agreements on how to handle the data and who is allowed to view the data are also essential
in this context. Privacy settings should at all times be transparent and to be managed easily. The
worker will be owner of his own data and decides what to share with whom.
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7 Conclusions
7.1 Proces
When starting the work in this deliverable, a lot of discussion was held on the way how to get
started with assessing impact in general and more specific for SWELL tools that were not yet defined
at the time.
Literature review showed several SWELL-like tools, but little on impact assessment of those tools
and hardly any quantitative data on effects achieved with the application of the tool in the work
practise. Also the available tools are more stand-alone, single-problem type and lack the integral
solution aimed at by SWELL for well-being at work and at home. Especially this integrated approach
may lead to enhancement and sustainability of the impact.
The involvement of a broad selection of stakeholders has enhanced our view on all the relevant
impact factors and the dynamics of the field of well-being at work and at home enormously. It also
has started the discussion in the field on the feasibility of the kind of solutions that SWELL may offer.
To help the discussion and to help structure it, the two SWELL tools (Productivity and Re-integration
tool) were very useful. Focussing on those two meant however that other areas of application have
more or less been disregarded.
We succeeded in creating an Impact Assessment Framework and used it during the two expert
workshops. It proved to be very helpful and easy to use.
For the further validation and use of the framework we plan to use the framework for assessment of
one or more SWELL demonstrators further-on in the trajectory when prototypes and field studies
with the tools are being conducted. Ideally this would be an iterative process, where results of (parts
of) the assessment are used to direct the development of the SWELL applications taking into account
new insights on assumptions about the context and use of the SWELL tools.
7.2 Societal Impact Framework
The framework has a simple structure of three known and proven parts. Therefor it is believed that
using the framework when discussing impact will provide an ample view of the matter. Working with
the framework in the workshops has indicated that the most relevant topics can be tackled this way
resulting in an integral qualitative assessment.
The procedure for future assessments with the Framework preferably again includes consulting with
experts. However a tentative Impact Assessment can be made based on the general knowledge now
available. This will be included in the assessment of one of the SWELL demonstrators.
Additional information and consultation with experts is needed to try and quantify the effects and
the impact. However this can be done in a more structured and effective way, when the SWELL tools
are more clearly defined and insight into the boundary conditions can be determined.
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7.3 Results
In general, the conclusion of the experts is that SWELL tools can be valuable, directly to influence
well-being at work and at home, but also because of the data that is generated. This data will offer
new insights into the development of overburden and the ways to react adequately preventively.
Whether it is (just) one in the row of useful tool or the tool that is going to change our handling of
well-being is to be seen.
The SWELL system should be supported by and integrated into the whole health plan of the
company and the worker. Only then an integral system of detection and follow-up can be
established and necessary measures can be taken. This organisational system should be part of the
development of SWELL.
Another very important point is the way data is handled: how is it shared and with whom, and can
privacy be guaranteed? Starting-point should be the worker who has an overview of and controls his
own data. Work Package 4 addresses these issues related to privacy. However it may be possible
that the tools are being paid for by the employer. This may set other conditions when the employer
will enforce the use and positions himself as owner of the data. From the discussions in the
workshop it became clear that it is very important to establish with whom you share data. Preferable
there must be a shared interest between the parties with whom you share personal information.
Then data can be used for the benefit of both for support and development of the worker. Here
trust is essential. Data on an aggregated level can be shared for other purposes with more distant
parties of whom the interests may differ from the worker’s. This does not pose great risks to the
individual worker.
In case there is some tension between the parties with whom information is shared, privacy and
agreement on that are essential. Benefits of sharing should be clear, but also the risks and
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objections. Here again it should be the worker in charge of the data and deciding on what to share
and when. This point is even more important for the new generation of flex-contract workers.
Other important and complex issues to take into account are:
-

Ways of giving feed-back to the worker, to enhance compliance
Keep broad scope of well-being, not limiting it to a medical approach
Based on non-compulsory use: how to engage the right target group
Reliability of the data, taking context factors into account
Complexity and interdependency and therefore vulnerability of applications
Usefulness and quality of the data, more data is not always better
No added stress or irritation caused by the tools itself
Adaptations needed for the older worker

One of the limitations of the results at the moment is that there is only qualitative data available. On
the aggregated level it is not possible to pin-point impact in a quantitative way. Also many of the
effects can go both ways, and this is strongly influenced by some essential assumptions of optimal
functioning of the system, optimal implementation and optimal acceptance and compliance by
workers and organisations both.
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Appendix 1: Three levels of impact
Micro, meso and macro levels
Micro-level: The knowledge worker
This is the level on which the SWELL tools will be used and also the level on which the SWELL tools
and their goals are defined: improving the well-being of knowledge workers. On this level, it is
possible to define various factors that influence the overall well-being:
1) The social surroundings (both at work and at home)
The level of experienced social support, social pressure and the cooperation to solve problems.
2) The level of self-management and experienced autonomy
Attitude and ‘self-efficacy’, the level of experienced decision authority, the ability of self-steering,
knowledge of level of well-being and working conditions, skills and competences to act on this
knowledge.
3) Learning and development
The ability and willingness to use and develop talents, the ability to respond to changes in the social
and organizational environment, flexibility in behaviour, personal development and growth, the
ability to find and to cope with challenges in work and tasks, competences to take control of one’s
own development.
4) Functioning and Participation (International Classification of Functioning ICF)
The level of experienced well-being, participation in extracurricular activities in and outside the work
sphere, (time for) hobbies, family and friends or maybe the disability to function normally due to
handicap or illness.
In order for the knowledge worker to enhance and maintain his/her well-being at work, the
employer has to provide the knowledge worker with the right information (why, what, how, to what
norms, with whom and for whom) for the knowledge worker to perform the tasks (s)he has to do. In
other words, the organization has to create the right conditions under which the knowledge worker
can work and be productive, use his/her skills and competences and develop these further through
learning, and (s)he can be flexible regarding changes in working conditions and challenges.
Meso-level: The organisation
The organisational level, at which many of the working conditions are determined. First, the impact
of the SWELL tools concerns the way in which they enable organisations to better facilitate the
knowledge worker, adjusting the above-mentioned conditions, such as the level of control of
employees to choose their tasks and to determine the way they perform them, but also aspects like
the structure and culture within an organisation. However, as mentioned above, it is questionable to
what extent the SWELL data is available to the organisation.
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Two organisational dimensions determine the experienced well-being of the knowledge worker: job
demands and opportunities, or organisational options, to cope with the job situation. The
interaction between these two dimensions has been described by Karasek (1979) in the following
‘job strain model’:

Figure: Job Demand / Control model (Karasek, 1979).
The chance that a worker experiences stress is higher as the job demands increase and there is a lack
of opportunities to cope with them (decision latitude), alone or with the help from others. The
worker has a chance to learn and develop skills and competences when there are job demands and
there is room for decisions about how and when to perform them, and about the norms concerning
the task. In other words: if there are no job demands, there are no opportunities for learning. And if
there is no decision latitude, no control options, there is a considerable chance that the worker will
feel stress. The SWELL tools could support the organisation in providing a working environment in
which these two dimensions are balanced. This is even more relevant in the light of the
development of exponentially increasing computational powers of computers. As computers are
becoming more powerful it is expected that more and more routine work – not only manual, but
cognitive as well – will be outsourced to computers (Brynjolffson & McAfee, 2011). With the loss of
routine work, in general, the job demands of remaining knowledge work will increase, but it also
entails that the knowledge-component of formerly manual jobs will increase as well. Consequently,
many current (knowledge) workers are forced to do more complex work, which could impact the
(perceived) job demands.
A second kind of impact of the SWELL tools on the meso-level concerns the way potentially more
healthy and productive workers affect the overall performance of the organisation. Indicators of this
kind of impact are the time spend on tasks and the efficiency with which tasks are performed,
investments to implement the tool and potential benefits, the quality of the product that the
knowledge workers generates and more long term effects such as the cognitive flexibility of
employees.
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Macro-level: Society and the ecosystem On the one hand this concerns indicators such as the
possible impact on GDP (for instance if companies become more productive and the possible impact
on health care and social security costs), the employability of the working population (especially in
countries with an aging workforce) and the innovative power of an economy. However, as
mentioned above, these kinds of impact are hard to quantify, especially in this phase of the project.
On the other hand it concerns the way in which the implementation of the SWELL tools would affect
the societal ecosystem of well-being, as described in paragraph 1.3) Various stakeholders are
involved in the societal ecosystem that supports well-being at home and well-being at work, ranging
from employees, trade unions, employers and occupational health services to insurance companies
and medical professionals (this ecosystem will be discussed in more detail in paragraph 1.3). In this
eco-system each stakeholder has its own role and associated responsibilities. The introduction and
adoption of SWELL-like tools could impact these roles, the way they will be fulfilled and the
interdependencies between the different stakeholders.
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Appendix 2: Stakeholder overview and their use of SWELL data
Table 2a: The following table provides a brief overview of the output from these different
stakeholders that affects the well-being (directly or indirectly) of the knowledge worker.
Stakeholder
Family and Friends

Output that affects well-being
-Level of social support, Interest, comfort, love
-Level of direct support to well-being in case of disease
-A safe home environment
Family doctor and other -Medical diagnosis
medical professionals
-Information/medication
-Referral to other medical experts or services
Colleague
-Level of support in tasks
-Level of collegiality
-Fun
Employer (HR)
-Salary and terms of employment
-Defining tasks and goals
-Autonomy to perform tasks
-Working conditions: facilitating the employee to perform
tasks
Manager
-Guidance
-Level of support
-Feedback
-Feedback to HR and employer
Intervention company
-Coaching and feedback
-Experience and support
-Providing insights, knowledge, new skills
Medical officer
-Determines to what extent an employee is able (from a
health perspective) to perform job-related tasks, and – if
needed – how this should be adjusted.
-Determines the relation between health complaints and
job-related tasks and working conditions
-Monitors and supports the re-integration process from
sick employees
-Provides information on health and safety to both
employees and the organization as a whole to improve
working conditions
Occupational
health -Supports the re-integration plan
consultant
-Consults both organizations and individual employees on
working conditions
-Consults organizations on a plan of action to deal with
absence
-Performs Risk inventories and evaluations
Reintegration company -Supports the re-integration plan when an employee can
no longer perform his or her former tasks
Insurance company
-Money
-Referrals to intervention companies
-Information
Works council
-Reports when working conditions are not adequate
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-Provides input regarding a company’s policy on health
-Provides better deals on insurance and health related
products and services
-Has a say in re-organisations
Labour union
-Advocacy of the employees’ rights and interests
-Compose the occupational health catalogue
-Lobby for specific goals in favour of the employee
-Information
Employers’ association
-Compose the occupational health catalogue
-Lobbies for employers
UWV
-Help clients to remain employed or find employment, in
close cooperation with the municipalities;
-Evaluating illness and inability to work according to clear
criteria
Labour inspectorate
-Supervision of compliance with the regulations in the area
of working conditions and the prevention of major hazards
involving dangerous substances.
-Inform sector associations
Policy makers
-Policy and governance to improve health and selfimprovements of the workforce and innovative
collaboration between stakeholders.
Association
for -Provide advice regarding interventions based on trends
occupational diseases
and new insights from research
Legal professionals
-Defend the interests of the employee in a labour dispute
Research institutes
-Provide new information/insights regarding health and
working conditions
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Table 2b: The following table shows the consequences (positive and negative) of using the SWELL
data for different stakeholders.
Stakeholder

Family
friends
Colleagues

Expected
value of the
data
and Medium

Low

Low

Employer

High

High

Manager

High

Consequences of using SWELL data

positive:
+Sharing data (especially regarding re-integration) could improve
understanding and support from family and friends.
positive:
+Data could be used to motivate each other, setting goals and
monitoring progress.
+Data could enable them to confront the knowledge worker with
unhealthy or unproductive working habits.
+Data with colleagues could be used to deploy them in
interventions, making them potentially more effective.
negative:
-Sharing data with colleagues could increase social pressure to
reach targets, especially if times of re-organisations.
-Sharing personal data in terms of productivity and especially
regarding health related issues is very privacy sensitive.
positive:
+The data could enable employers to better support and
facilitate their employees, adjusted for their personal situation.
+The data could enable employers to grant employees even
more decision latitude.
+The data could enable employers to better support the
development from the knowledge worker and consequently his
or her employability.
+The data could be used to improve their health policy.
negative:
-The data, but also the extent to which the knowledge worker
followed the advice from the tool and was able (or willing) to
adjust their behaviour and improve his or her performance,
could be used against him or her.
-The use of data could create a Big Brother setting in which
knowledge workers are constantly being monitored.
-Rather than enabling knowledge workers to better balance their
workload and reduce stress, it could be used to pressure
employees to become even more productive.
-The data is very privacy-sensitive, especially the health-related
data.
-The data could erode the trust between employers and
employees.
-The data could be used as evidence in the re-integration
process, while it only seems to include the ‘medical’ data, putting
pressure on employees to start working again too soon.
positive:
+The data could enable employers to better support and
facilitate their employees, adjusted for their personal situation.
+The data could enable employers to grant employees even
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Stakeholder

Expected
value of the
data

High

Intervention
company

Medium

Medical officer

High

Consequences of using SWELL data

more decision latitude.
+The data could enable employers to better support the
development from the knowledge worker, and consequently his
or her employability.
+The data can be used to better distribute work in a team and
improve teamwork.
negative:
-The data, but also the extent to which the knowledge worker
followed the advice from the tool and was able (or willing) to
adjust their behaviour and improve his or her performance,
could be used against him or her.
-The use of data could create a Big Brother setting in which
knowledge workers are constantly being monitored.
-Rather than enabling knowledge workers to better balance their
workload and reduce stress, it could be used to pressure
employees to become even more productive.
-The data is very privacy-sensitive, especially the health-related
data.
-The data could erode the trust between employers and
employees.
-The data could be used as evidence in the re-integration
process, while it only seems to include the ‘medical’ data, putting
pressure on employees to start working again too soon.
positive:
+ Data could be used to offer better and more effective
interventions
+ Data could be used to better monitor the effect of
interventions.
positive:
+Data could provide the medical officer with a more complete,
and objective medical file to determine to what extent certain
physical complaints can be related to job related tasks.
+Data could provide the medical officer with a more complete
inventory of complaints (in addition to ‘subjective’ data from the
employee) and the relation between complaints and job related
tasks and working conditions. Consequently, it could be used to
improve the working conditions and take preventive action,
using the SWELL data as ‘evidence’ to take specific measures
(solutions).
+Data could be used to determine a plan of action regarding reintegration that is better adjusted to the personal history and
situation of the knowledge worker, balancing a person’s work
load capacity.
+Data could be used to see whether employees follow the advice
form the medical officer and monitor possible progress regarding
the complaints more frequently.
+Data could be shared to get help to interpret data and
feedback, and to implement it properly in daily routines.
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Stakeholder

Expected
value of the
data

High

Occupational
health
consultant

High

High

Reintegration
company

High

High

Family doctor High
and
other
medical
professionals
Insurance
Medium
company

Medium

Consequences of using SWELL data

+SWELL-like tools could stimulate standardization in the way
companies report their data to the medical officer.
negative:
-Sharing personal data in terms of productivity and especially
regarding health related issues is very privacy sensitive. Although
medical officers are bound by privacy-laws, the fact that the
medical officer works for the employer could still cause a
concern that the data could be used ‘against’ the employee.
-The SWELL data could put too big an emphasis on the medical
aspects, undermining more contextual (emotional, social)
aspects.
positive:
+Data could be used to make a more comprehensive and
objective assessment of the working conditions and job related
complaints, including more insights regarding a person’s history
and not only the level of well-being on a specific moment. This
would result in better-substantiated feedback and advice.
+Data could be shared with the occupational health consultant
to get help to interpret data and feedback, and to implement it
properly in daily routines.
negative:
-Sharing personal data in terms of productivity and especially
regarding health related issues is very privacy sensitive.
positive:
+The data could be used to speed up the re-integration process
as it provides more detailed information on the taxability of the
knowledge worker, the workload and tasks that would need to
be performed.
negative:
-The SWELL data could put too big an emphasis on the medical
aspects, undermining more contextual (emotional, social)
aspects.
positive:
+The data could be used to make a more accurate diagnosis.
+The data could be used to prevent diseases, by monitoring
users more frequently and with objective data.
positive:
+Aggregated data could be used to determine premiums that are
better tailored to a company’s situation regarding risks, sick
leave etc.
+SWELL-like tools could stimulate standardization in the way
companies and occupational health consultant’s report their
results.
negative:
-Privacy, especially in the relation between the knowledge
worker and insurance companies, who are mainly interested in
risk aversion and minimizing costs, is a major concern.
-Unwarranted advice.
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Stakeholder

Works council

Expected
value of the
data
High

Labour union

Medium

Medium

Employers’
association

Low

Low

Labour
inspectorate

High

High

Policy makers

Medium

Medium

Association for High
occupational
diseases

Legal
professionals

High

Research
institutes

Medium

Medium

Consequences of using SWELL data

negative:
-Sharing personal data in terms of productivity and especially
regarding health related issues is very privacy sensitive.
positive:
+Aggregated data could provide the labour union with more (and
more accurate) data regarding risks and the relation between
working conditions and complaints, and use this data to improve
working conditions
negative:
-Sharing personal data in terms of productivity and especially
regarding health related issues is very privacy sensitive.
positive:
+Aggregated data could be used to provide new insights
regarding HR-policy that support organisations to improve the
employability of its employees and its health policy.
negative:
-Sharing personal data in terms of productivity and especially
regarding health related issues is very privacy sensitive.
positive:
+Aggregated data could provide a more accurate and objective
overview of risks, complaints.
negative:
-Sharing personal data in terms of productivity and especially
regarding health related issues is very privacy sensitive.
positive:
+Aggregated data could be useful to monitor and develop policy
regarding the health and employability of the working
population.
+Aggregated data could be used to benchmark against other
countries
negative:
-Sharing personal data in terms of productivity and especially
regarding health related issues is very privacy sensitive.
positive:
+Aggregated data could be useful to determine trends in an early
stage.
+Aggregated data on the relation between conditions, tasks and
the effect of interventions could be used to provide better advice
regarding treatment and interventions.
positive:
+The data could be used as ‘hard evidence’ to prove that
complaints or diseases are the result of working conditions.
positive:
+The data could be used to perform new reserarch with the
SWELL data, providing new insights that could incrase our
knowledge on improving working conditions.
negative:
-Sharing personal data in terms of productivity and especially
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Stakeholder

Expected
value of the
data

UWV

Medium

SER

Medium
Medium

Consequences of using SWELL data

regarding health related issues is very privacy sensitive.
positive:
+SWELL-like tools could stimulate standardization in the way
companies and occupational health-consultants report their
results.
positive:
+Aggregated data could be used to better advise policy makers.
positive:
-Sharing personal data in terms of productivity and especially
regarding health related issues is very privacy sensitive.
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Appendix 3: Feasibility checklist
Technological/Content wise
Is there sufficient consensus on the innovation (content wise) with all participating stakeholders?
Has the innovation sufficiently been considered and developed?
Is the technology used sufficiently reliable and safe?
Is there sufficient agreement/acceptance on the innovation among professionals?
Is there sufficient agreement/acceptance on the innovation among clients/end-users and in society?
Organisational
Are there enough users available with the knowledge, experience, and time needed?
Are there enough means available (space, equipment)?
Is there sufficient agreement/acceptance on the innovation among other parties involved (i.e. insurers,
management, government)?
Is there sufficient agreement/acceptance on the innovation among all parties involved on responsibilities,
tasks, and workload?
Is there sufficiently juridical and legal approval for the innovation?
Economical
Is the innovation distinctive enough, and with enough the added value and is the commercial strength clear?
Does the innovation comply with the needs of (end) users and is the group large enough?
=> make an assessment of the target group (numbers, boundary conditions, trends, growth scenario)

Is there sufficient basis for financing the innovation?
think of financing the development and

Is the innovation founded on a solid business model and businesscase?
General
Are there other factors that may undermine the innovation?
Is this the right time for the innovation?
Why now? What other developments may influence the feasibility?
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Appendix 4: Stakeholder input and output work-sheet
An example

Input

Output

What information does the
stakeholder need to be able to
contribute to the well-being of
knowledge workers?

Health-related
information about the
knowledge worker(s)
Information about the
job demands and
working environment of
the knowledge
worker(s)
Knowledge of potential

intervention
techniques and
technologies

What does the stakeholder contribute to
the well-being of knowledge workers in
concrete terms?

Support and advice

Medical
officer

Stimulation and
motivation
Medical analysis
Education and information
Assessing the relation
between complaints, job
demands and working
conditions
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Appendix 5: Business case worksheet
Expected changes / Effects
Which changes or effects the innovation would in your opinion
bring about on the areas mentioned below?
How can these benefits be calculated or proven?

Innovation:
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Time spent (change in tasks and efficiency of the work)
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Financial cost/benefit (investment, income, exploitation)
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Quality of service/product en client satisfaction
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Quality of work en employee satisfaction
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Long term effects (employability/development/educational opportunities/cognitive
flexibility/competences for sustainable work/ participation beside work)
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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Appendix 6: List of interviewers, participants in interviews and
workshops

Interviews
The interviews were conducted by TNO by:
Tom Bakker, Jop Esmeijer, Wietske Koers en Merel Ooms
Participant
Mr K. Zwart, Director of a Dutch national
knowledge institute that aims to empower
people in the area of health, labour and
participation

Description
The institute was founded in 1989 by a group of
patient organisations. The institute is serviceoriented and focuses on the themes: health,
labour and sustainable work. The institute has
developed an online support tool for people
who have questions about health and labour.

Insurance officer at Delta Lloyd

Part of the product development team. Adapts
insurance policies based on legal changes or
questions from customers. Is specialised in
disability insurance and absence insurance.

Mr P. Wijngaard, medical officer at Siemens

22 years of experience. Worked at academic
hospitals before he started at Siemens. Much
work experience with knowledge workers like
lawyers and mental health workers.

Medical officer, self-employed

16 years of experience. Works for two large
clients, a local government and a courier services
company, and some smaller clients. Works on
the topic of absence counselling and advises
managers.

Policy officer at MHP, interest group for Works on the topic of terms of employment. Has
medium and higher staff
worked a lot on the topic of new ways of
working ('het nieuwe werken'). Part of SER
commission. Privacy and freedom of choice by a
knowledge worker are important.
Vocational expert at Arbovitale

Policy advisor
association)

at

AWVN

30 years of experience as vocational expert. Is
commissioned by an insurance company to train
so-called process-directors ('procesregisseurs').
Member of a social-medical team.
(employers' Main topics are labour and health. More
specifically she has experience with new ways of
working ('het nieuwe werken'), sustainable work,
health perception and work-drive. Provides
advice about training of employees and health
policy.
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Occupational health consultant at TNO

Has several duties, such as: making sure that
legal obligations in the area of occupational
health are met, set up internal prescriptions,
taking care of the annual report concerning
occupational health, working on a plan for
training of the company first aid team members.

Mr P. Oortman Gerlings, safety advisor, self- Works on the topics of safety, health,
employed
environment and healthcare. Has much
experience with technology and the positive as
well as negative consequences of technology.
Health consultant at Pim Mulier Organisatie

The Pim Mulier Organisatie provides services in
the area of health management and lifestyle. The
organisation aims to make workers as fit and
powerful as possible in their work. Work with
people who are ill to get them well again.
Exercise is an important instrument to achieve
vitality.

Occupational hygienist, self-employed

Experience with provision of employment
('sociale werkvoorziening'). Providing RSI training
in theory and practice. Suggests improvements
in support tools for companies.

Mr Meijs, ergonomist
ErgonoMeijs

and

director

of ErgonoMeijs advises companies in the area of
ergonomics, legal issues concerning labour and
work and taxability of workers. ErgonoMeijs also
organises workshops for employees and designs
tailor-made products for companies with special
needs in the area of ergonomics.

Workshops
Participant
Policy officer at UWV (re-integration
company) and self-employed vocational
expert

Description
Advice to supervising commission that works on
which instruments should be used in reintegration. Vitality is an important topic. Provide
legal instructions for vocational professionals.

Health consultant at Pim Mulier Organisatie

Services in the area of health management and
lifestyle. Aiming to make workers as fit and
powerful as possible in their work. Work with
people who are ill to get them well again.
Exercise is an important instrument to achieve
vitality.

Insurance officer at Delta Lloyd

Part of the product development team. Adapts
insurance policies based on legal changes or
questions from customers. Is specialized in
disability insurance and absence insurance.
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Occupational health consultant at TNO

Responsible for labour and safety. Cooperates
with HR on the topics of vitality and availability
of staff. Uses instruments to assess work
situations and support workers.

Medical officer, self-employed

Freelance work for recruitment companies.
Experience with different forms of software or
technical equipment, for example for medical
examinations.

Researcher at Rathenau Instituut

Studying technological developments and
stimulate political judgement. A lot of work on
societal, judicial and ethical aspects of
technology. Working on eCoaching project
concerning healthy lifestyles.
Mr S. Bosems, Researcher at Twente PhD student at University of Twente involved in
University
SWELL WP1 focusing on the development and
use of model-driven requirements engineering
techniques, to close the gap between user needs
and features offered by the system.
Occupational hygienist, self-employed
Experience with provision of employment
('sociale werkvoorziening'). Providing RSI training
in theory and practice. Suggests improvements
in support tools for companies.
Policy officer at MHP, interest group for Working on the topic of terms of employment.
medium and higher staff
Has worked a lot on the topic of new ways of
working ('het nieuwe werken'). Part of SER
commission. Privacy and freedom of choice by a
knowledge worker are important.
Ergonomist and therapist, board member of Works with people with physical complaints.
the ergonomists' association
Looking for possibilities and barriers in various
working
environment.
Experience
with
consultancy and training. Development of
preventive software that creates a risk-profile
and advises based on that profile.
Ms N. Wiezer, Researcher at TNO

Research in the area of social-psychological
workload. Determinants of stress and work
pressure. Improving the organisation rather than
changing the individual. Developed a serious
game concerning work pressure and workrelated stress.

*The names of the participants are only reported when the participant gave permission to do so. Not all participants were
asked whether they wanted to reveal their names or not. When a participant was not asked, their name is not reported.
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Appendix 7: Interview protocol
General introduction
We are glad that you were able to participate in the interview today.

What’s the SWELL project about?
Within the SWELL project, TNO develops digital support tools for knowledge workers together with
several partners such as Philips, Ericsson, Radboud University and Twente University. Later, we will tell
you more about the kind of tools that are developed.
In this part of the project, we interview a broad range of stakeholders in the area of healthcare and
labour.
First, we would like to ask you about your current work-related activities. Later, we will discuss how
your work might be affected by the support tools that are developed within the SWELL project.

Confidentiality
The answers you give during this interview are confidential. They will be handled anonymously and
will only be used as input for the report. Only when you would like us to mention your name in the
report we can do so. I will ask you again at the end of the interview.
Is it alright with you when we record this interview? The recordings will only be used for incorporating
the interview in the report.
Introduction
Could you please introduce yourself and tell me something about your work?
Value
1.

How do you contribute to the well-being of knowledge workers in your work?

(Our definition of knowledge workers: Knowledge workers have an inactive profession and carry
out their work mainly by thinking)
2.

Could you please give a concrete example of your contribution?

(e.g.: a product, advice, surgery, drug prescription)
3.

To whom or which group do you contribute?

(this can be indirect and it can also be to more than one stakeholder)
4.

With which parties do you cooperate to be able to make your contribution?

5.

Who pays for your service/product? And what’s the business case?

Information about current situation
6.

What information do you need to be able to make a positive contribution to the well-being of
knowledge workers?

7.

From who(m) do you receive the information you need?

8.

How do you get this information?
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(e.g. request the information yourself, receive it from other parties, perform research yourself, get
the information for free or pay for it, etc.)
Need of information
(Goal: investigate whether the stakeholder would have need for the information that is generated by
the SWELL tools)
9.

What information that do you not dispose of right now would have added value for your
contribution to the well-being of knowledge workers? Why?

(Type of data, level of aggregation: individual data, occupational group, nationally, etc.)
10. From who(m)/which party could you get this information?

SWELL information
(Goal: investigate what would be the impact of the SWELL tools)
Within the SWELL project, products are developed that support knowledge workers. Before I will start
asking questions about the impact of these tools on your work, it is important to know more about
what these tools could look like.
Our definition of the SWELL tools:
What is being developed is a Digital Personal Assistant (a combination of software and hardware) that
supports knowledge workers to improve their mental and physical well-being, at work and at home.

Less stress.
The SWELL tools diminish the stress level of knowledge workers by way of different technologies that
collect and analyse information about the behaviour and context of the knowledge workers.

Examples of type of collected information are: heartbeat, posture, number of key strikes, number of
computer windows open, noise level in the room, tasks in the agenda.
Based on the collected information, the SWELL tools can support the knowledge worker by way of
digital coaching or interventions. The purpose is to realize behavioural change that will improve the
long-term mental and physical well-being of the knowledge worker.

The tools are meant to be non-invasive, but available on demand. The Digital Personal Assistant
provides tips about exercise, timetable and reference to professionals.
The basic situation is that the information is only open to the knowledge worker (the consequence
can be that a knowledge worker is better informed when they visit a professional). Another situation
might be that the knowledge worker is prepared to shared certain amounts of information with
others, such as the medical officer or their manager. What would be the effect then?
When, in the following questions, we refer to ‘support tools’, we talk about the digital support tools
that are developed within the SWELL project.
11. What do you think of the support tools? Would you use the information that they collect?

(What do you think of the principle? What do you think of the information that is collected, such
as…?)
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12. What would be the added value of these support tools for your work?

(e.g.. type of data, type of output: insight, feedback, planning, limits)
13. How would your product/service change when you would dispose of the information the tools
collect?
14. What would change concerning your work/role when you would dispose of the information the
tools collect?
Societal impact of SWELL
15. Earlier on we asked with which parties you cooperate and to whom or which group you provide
your service/product.
Could you tell for each party how you expect the relationship would change when you would
dispose of the information that is collected by the digital support tools?
16. Where do you expect the largest positive or negative impact of the digital support tools?

This was our final question. Would you like to remain anonymous or would you like us to mention
your name in the report?
We thank you for participating in this interview (and see you at the workshop).
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Appendix 8: SWOT poster8

8

Contact Marian Schoone (marian.schoone@tno.nl) for receiving this poster in pdf-format.
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